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丁his thesis contains my research work on the evaluation of soundness of river
water environment perforrned at the Division of Sustainable Energy and
Environmental Engineering,(Dsaka University,(Dsaka,」apan.丁his th sis is dlvided
into six chapters describing general introduction, rrlaterials and methods, results of
rnicroarray analyses employing three types of microarrays which target bacterial
genes related to various environmentalfunctions,eubacteria and pathogenic bacteria,
fo‖owed by general conclusions. Apart frorn these six chapters, there are two
appendices: describing a case study perforrrled to evaluate the quality of landfi‖
leachates and list of DNA probes spotted onto the rnicroarrays used in this studyl and
heat maps,showing the abundance of eubacterla in different river water samples,
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1.l Necessity of biological indicators for evaluating environmental
soundness
Freshwater supports the livelihood of alrrlost every terrestrial habitat. Howevett the
freshwater resources are ‖rnited nd can only be replenished by natural ways.
NevertheleSs,populatlon growth and industrial development have led to the discharge of a
variety of po‖utants into the aquatic environment,which can resultin adverse efFects on the
ecosystem such as reduction/loss of blodiversity7 biologlcal purification function and
elementa1/material cyc‖ng fun tions.Therefore,careful rnonitoring and rnanagement of the
soundness of aquatic environment is quite important to conseⅣe the aquatic biodiversity
and functions from the dlsruptlon by anthropogenic po‖utions.
Evaluation of aquatic environmental quality has been carried out, mainly based on
physicocherrlical vvater qua‖ty indicators. Physiochenlical indicators are used to measure
various rninerals,dissolved salts or suspended impurities present in、″ater.Although these
indicators are useful fbr understanding the status of environmental po‖ution,they cannot
predict the influence ofthe po‖tion on the natural ecosystem.
Therefore, various countrles and international organizations have recently tried to
estab‖sh novel,comprehensive evaluating system for aquatic environment,focusing on the
ecosystem and water circulation system. Arnong these trials, biological indicators have
received a lot of attention.Table l-l shows various biologicalindicators suggested in」apan,
USA and the European Union. These biological indicators lnclude macrophytes,
invertebrates and vertebrates. There has been no evaluating system focusing on
rnlcroorganisms.ヽ4icroorganisms play a vital role in the cyc‖ng of e me ts/rrlaterials and
breaking down organic rrlatters or other po‖ut nts.ln addition,several rnicroorganisms are
pathogenic and can pose health hazards to plants, anirrlals and humans,which lead to
serlous ecological and econonlic damage.Therefore,rnicrobial indicators、〃ould b  helpful
to understand/assess the soundness of whole ecosystem.Although several studies have
very recently evaluated bacterial species as indicators for predicting water quality
(SaViChtCheva et al., 2006; Fleld et al., 2007: Pronk et al., 2007), more deta‖ed and
systematlc study is needed to estab‖sh rnicrobial/bacterial indicators for evaluating the
soundness of aquatlc environment,
… 2¨
Table l‐l Blologicalindicators for evaluating aquatlc environments in various countries
Countrylndicator organism   Measured parametersReference
」apan Benthic invertebrates   Species richness,abundance,diversity
Species richness and composition,number of
indicator species,abundance,condition


































Composition and abundance,presence of
sensitive taxa
Composition and abundance,presence of
sensitive taxa
Composition and abundance,sensitive species
diversity age structure
Composition,abundance and plankton booms,
presence of sensitive taxa
European Environmental
Agency
1.2 Microbialindicators targeted in this study
Tb estab‖sh microbialindicators for assessing the soundness of aquatic environment,
this study focused on functional bactetta,lotal bacteHal community dlverslty(cOmposition)
and pathogenic bacteria.
1.2.l Functional bacteria  The matetta1/elemental cycles in nature(suCh as carbon,
surutt nitrogen etc.)are greaJy dependent on the role of microorganisms.Microorganisms
transforrn/degrade po‖utants to acquire energy and compounds to support thelr lifecycles.
丁his in turn reduces the po‖tant burden frorrn the environment. Several studies have
revealed that rnany bacteria with different characteristics perforrrl a sirn‖artask of po‖utant
decomposiJon and coexlstin harmony in an inter―depende t communi y(Wu et al.,2001;
Taroncher-01denburg et al.,2003;VVilmes et al.,2006).Such bacteHal communiJes are
referred as functional bacteria in this thesis.
丁he material/elemental cycling functions of rnicroorganisms are encoded on specific
genes、″hich transferred within difFerent rnicroorganisms during the process of evolution.
Environmental po‖ution greatly affects the variety and abundance of rnicrobial species,and
consequently causes the shift of gene rnatrices.丁hus,the variation in occurrence of those
-3…
genes which are usefulin reducing environmental po‖utant can be helpfulto evaluate the
soundness ofthe ecosystem
l.2.2 Total bacterial community    several researches have targeted the
freshwater bacteHa to understand the occurrence and fate of bactettal communities(Sigua
et al.,2000;Traister et al.,2006;llVinter et al.,2007).lt haS been known thattotal bacterial
community and specric bactettal lopulaJons vattes naturally and anthropologically
(Wake‖n et al., 2008). ln particular, po‖ut n s(nut ients, xenobiotics, etc.)influx from
various anthropological activities into the river environment leads to a shiftin the structure
of the ttver's micЮbial communtty(Crump et al.,1999;Rubin et al.,2007).
1.2.3 Bacterial pathogens  Health ttsks are often caused by pathogens whlch may
be dorrnant and presentin lowerfrequency in nature.Emerging and re…emerging diseases
pose newerthreats to rnankind.Overthe last decades,pathogen risks have been assessed
based on several fecal indicators‖ke(feCal)cOlifOrms.Howevett these indicators are not
necessarlly useful to predict the risks fronl pathogens that cause emerging and
re―emerging diseases.in addition,recent several systematic studies have revealed that the
fate of several important pathogens present ln the aquatic environment does not show
correlation with indicator bacteria currently used as the hygienic indicator(Lemarchand et
al.,2003;HOrrrlan et al.,2004;A/1aynard et al.,2005:Dorner et al.,2007:Savichtcheva et
al.,2007:Waners et al.,2007).TherefOre,たis urgent to fully eluddate the ttnds and
numbers of pathogens present in surface waters to access the hygienic safety of aquatic
environment.
1.3 DNA microarray for comprehensive rnicrobial rnonitoring in aquatic
environment
Asthe vast m司OHty of environmental bactena are uncunurable(Amann etal.,1995),the
use of culture―independent rnoleculartechniques is helpfulforimproving our understanding
of their fate in the environment.Several techniques based on polymerase chain reaction
(PCR)such aS PCR―denatuttng/temperature gradient gel electЮphoresis(Ri sn r e  al.,
1989;Muyzer et al.,1993),terminal restHcJon fragment length polymorphism(Liu et al.,
1997)and DNA microarray analysis(Guschln et al., 1997)have been applied in the
microbial ecology.Among them, DNA microarray technology is a powerful tool as it can
sirnultaneously detect tens or hundreds of thousands of genes from a single sample
(Gentry et al.,2006),thuS enabling the detailed analysis of complex microbial communiJes
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in the environment.in DNA microarray analysis,the working principle is based on the fact
that[〕NA probes ofthe known bacterial species are rnounted on special glass s‖des.丁he
DNA extracted from a sample is amplified and fluorescently labeled through a PCR or
reverse transcription―PCR,and the fluorescently labeled DNA is then hybridized onto the
s‖de.After hybridizatlon the glass s‖de is scanned for analyzing the signal intensities for
each spot to deterrrline the relative abundance of target species.
Slnce it was irst repotted by Schena et al.(1995),micrOarray analysis has become a
huge success in every field of microblology. Very recentlyJ this method has been
extensively app‖ed to study rnicrobial corrlrnunity in natural ecosysterrl such as river waters
(DeSantis et al.,2005:Loy et al.,2005; Pep‖es et al.,20 6;ヽVinter et al.,2007).Some
specific app‖ations of[)NA nlicroarrays have been reported such as a DNA microarray to
target the 1033 functional genes related to the nitrogen cycle and sulfur reductlon in a
quantitative way(丁iquia et al.,2004).Sirrl‖a‖y,detection of pathogens by DNA microarrays
have been reported ln wastewater(Lee et al.,2008),日ver Water(Maynard et al.,2005)and
wastewater treatment ttants(WWttPS)(Sa輌Chtcheva e 翻.,2007).
1.40珂ectiVe Of this thesis
As described above, microorganisms can be useful indicators for assessing and
conserving the soundness of aquatic environment. Howevett to estab‖sh mic bial
indicators, norrnal variation of target rnicroorganlsms depending on the season and their
shift in accordanCe with anthropogenic envlronmental burden should be understood in
deta‖.Therefore,in thls studyJ total bacterial cornrrlunityl specific functional bacterial genes
and pathogenic bacteria in surface water samples co‖ected seasona‖y frorn two rivers,
Yodo River and Kita Rivett in」ap n were analyzed using DNA rnicroarray technique to
obtain the basic knowledge (their distribution and variations in the natural aquatic
environment)for eValuating the soundness ofthe aquatic environment.
Chapter 2 provides the deta‖s on riverine samples analyzed in this study and rnethods
for[)NA extraction,amplification oftarget genes and DNA microarray analysis.
ln chapter 3,the seasonal occurrence and distribution of the functional bacterial genes
in river water vvere analyzed using a DNA rnicroarray that vvere mounted a total of 85
bacterial genes related to carbon cycle,chernical degradation,nitrogen cycle,sulfur cycle,
metal metabonsrrl, and energy flow. Based on the results, the genes were grouped
-5…
according to detection frequency to pick up the candidate indicators for assessing the
environmental soundness.
ln chapter 4, the bacterial specles present in the river water are analyzed, and the
impact of vattous factors(effect Of water hold―up in a dam,effluents from WWTPs and
seasonal vaHalons)on the cOmposiJon of bactettal communlty in ttver water were
discussed in deta‖.
ln chapter 5,the occurrence of bacterial pathogens in river water was analyzed using a
DNA rnicroarray targeting 1012 species/groups of bacterial pathogens a‖ including
Blosafety level(BSL)2 and 3 pathogens and other opportunistic pathogens,ln addition,the
resutts from DNA mlcroarray were compared wtth tradiJonal hygienic indicators(tOtal
coliform count).
in chapter 6,the results obtained from DNA microarray analyses targeting total bacterial
cornrrlunity,functional bacteria and bacterial pathogens vvere surnrnariZed and an overa‖
understandlng of the riverine nlicrobial cornrnunity was presented. Fina‖y, an exclusive







River water samples analyzed in this study were co‖ected from vvo riv rs,Yodo River
and Kita Rivet flowing in the Kinki distrlct of Japan as shown in Fig.2-1.Yodo Riveris the
largest river vvithin the Kinki district,vvith a rnainstream length of 75 krTl and catchment area
of 8240 km2.Yodo River has 14 dams to partly controlthe water flovv and divertits waters
for rnunicipal and agricultural activities. ln addition,Yodo River receives large amount of
wastewaters frorn industrial and agricultural activities and effluents frorrn wastewater
treatment plants(1/V1/VttPs).ThuS,it represents a typical urban ttver charactettstic.On the
other hand, Kita River is a relatively sma‖ rive  with mainstream length of 30 km and
catchment area of 21l km2.Kita River has no dams along its strearn and receives very less
anthropologica‖y po‖uted influents.As a result,the river exhibits a best water quality based
on the biochemical oxygen demand(BOD)level.
Four sampling stalons from Yodo River(One upstreami Yl,two midstream:Y2,Y3,and
one downstream:Y4)and tWO Sampling stauons frOm Kita River(One upstream:Kl and one
downstream:K2)were ChOSen to represent the OVera‖spatial vatta lon wtthin the ttvers.
Further inforrnation on the samp‖ng statlons is provided in Table 2…1. ln the Yodo RiveL
station l was an upstrearn site nearthe rnouth ofthe Lake BIwa.Stations 2 and 3 are the
rnidstrearrl sites,and severallarge VVVVTPs are located between these two stations.Station
4 is a downstrearrn slte which may receive urban wastewaters from Osaka Prefecture.ln





Table 2‐l Description of samp‖g stations











Outflow of Lake Biwa
Outflow of Amagase Dam
Downttow of wastewatertreatment plants
Urban―b sin of Osaka




Mountain―r ged region of Fukui
Brackish…water region
Kita Rivet station l is an upstream site near the origin of river surrounded by a
mountalnous region,whereas station 2 is a downstrearn site close to the Wakasa Bay and
experiences a brackish environment caused due to the backflow of marlne waters.
2.2    River water sampling and water quality rneasurements
2.2.l River water samples
River water samples were collected in October 2005(autumn),August 2006(summer),
」anuary(wlnter)and May(spttng)2007.The samples were collected duttng ine weather
conditions and samp‖ng tirne varied frorn early rnorning t‖l noon o  the same day for every
season. Samples were co‖cted from 30¨to 50cm below the surface of river and
transported on ice to the laboratory.Water qua‖ty nalysis、″ s done on the same day and
DNA extraction for DNA microarray analysis was done within 1 2 hours of sample collection.
2.2.2 Water quality rneasurements
1/Vater temperature, electHcal conducJvity, pH, and dissolved oxygen(DO)were
recorded at the sampling stte.Concentration of dissolved organic carbon(DOC),tOtal
nitrogen(T…N), total phosphorus(丁―P), culturable heterotrophic bactetta(CHB), tOtal
coliforrrls and eubacteria1 1 6S rDNA were analyzed in the laboratory. DOC was analyzed
with a total organic carbon analyzer(丁OC…5000Ai Shimadzu, Kyoto, 」apan).
Concentrations of T―N and T―P were measured by the alka‖ne potassium peroxodisulfate
decomposition ― ultraviolet absorptlometry method and the potassium peroxodisulfate
decomposllon―molybdenum blue(asCOrblc acid)absorpJometry method,respectively
(CleSCeH et al.,1998).Numbers of CHB were determined by plaJng 1/10 dlluted water
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Samlles On a caslone―glycerol―yeast extract agar(CGY)medium.丁he CGY medium was
composed of casitone 5 g/L,91ycero1 5 gノL,yeast extract 1 9ノL and agar13 g′L IArith final pH
adiuSted to 7.2 by NaOH,ste百1ized at 1 21°C for 15 min.丁he medium was inoculated with
one drop of 1/10 diluted water sample and incubated at 22°C for 6 days(Pike et al.,1972).
The CHB count was calculated as sum of the colonies forrYled after 6 days ofincubation.
Eubactetta1 16S rDNA number was enumerated by most―probabl ―number(MPN)…PCR
(PiCard et al.,1992).DNA sample was settally diluted by a factor of 3 and subsequenJy
PCR amplried.The number of amplriable target was determined by MPN technique.PCR
pttmers used for MPN¨PCR were EUBf933 5'―GCA CAA GCG GTG GAG CAT GTG G…3'
and EUBr1387 5'―GCC CGG GAA CGTATT CAC CG…3'pttmer set(lwamOtO et al.,2000).
Total collforrns were quantified by the MPN method using a s‖ghtly modified standard
coliform medium(lactOse 5 9/L,bonito extract 3 g/L,peptone 10 g/L,pH 7.0).
2.3 DNA microarrays
Three types of microarrays targeting:(1)functiOnal bactettal genes,(2)eubaCtetta and
(3)pathOgens,were used in thls study.Deta‖s on each ofthese arrays are described below
and the probes used in rrlaking thenl are listed inハρρendix B.
2.3.l Functional bacterial gene rnicroarray
For construction of functional bacterial gene rrlicroarray, 33 bacterial functions were
selected and corresponding genes related to organic po‖ution degradation (5 genes),
carbon cycle(9 genes,including 3 genes relevantto rnethane cycle and 9 genes related to
energy ttow),nttrOgen cyde(1l genes),surur cyde(2 genes)and metal metabdもm(6
genes)、〃ere used to evaluate the environmental functions. Frorn these genes,tota‖y85
probes were designed(Table 2-2),and Spotted on the DNA microarray.丁he siz  of a‖
probes was setto 60 nucleotide bases,Construction of probes and spotting thern on DNA
rrlicroarray s‖des was entrusted to TakaraBio lnc.,」apan.The probes and PCR primers
which had specificity only for the target gene were selected from previously pub‖shed
reports.in case if such inforrnation was not ava‖able,then probes were designed for genes
encoding the functions of interests(Table 2-2)by ch00Sing speclfic sequences enough to
detect only target gene and avoiding any false…positive hybridiz tion,using blast analysis.lt
was reported(Kane et.al.),that about 50¨rrler o‖g nucleotide probe were specific enough
fortargeting the conseⅣed region and it was shown that to avoid cross―hybridization,the
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Table 2口20‖oonucleotide probes designed for detecting functional bacterial genes
Target Function Sequence(5'-3') Accession No.used for design
C120 DNA  Catecho!oxidalon(oだわ0)
C230 DNA  Catechol oxidalon(孵era)
arkB Alkane hydЮxylalon(Group l)
Alkane hydroxylalon(GЮup ll)
















































































Dissim‖atory nitric oxide reduction


































































































Hydrolysis of peptidic compound
Hydrolysis of peptidic compound
Hydrolysis of peptidic compound

















































non―target region should be less than 75% sirn‖ar to the sequence of probes. Thus
fo‖owing these guidelines designing of DNA nlicroarray for evaluating functions of
environment was accomp‖shed.
2.3.2 Eubacterial microarray
Microarrays for detecting eubacteria were designed by Prof. Takayuki Ezaki,
Department of Microbiology Regeneration and Advanced Medical Science, Graduate
School of Medicine,Gifu University and distttbuted from AMR lnc.Gifu.These rnicroarrays
were purchased as conlrnercial products.0‖9onucleotide probes forthe 16S rRNA gene of
the 1 016 eubacterial species cornrnonly present in the envlronment llvere spotted on the
rYlicroarray s‖des. The spotted probe number at the phylurn level was as fo‖ows:
ハcfir70bacferlia,152;BacrerOFderes,48:Cyanobacわr a,39;Firmたυfes,226:ProfeObacわri ,




17:Sp′燿rbacわria,1;Tr7e胸70d Surfobacreria, 1; 77ermO“たrobね,1; フlem70fOgae,5i
yerrJcο″ブ robね,2).丁he balance of probe numbers in each phylum,e.g.higher probe
numbers for Proreοbacrerlia,Firm′cυfes andハcr′ηοbacferia seems to resemble the general
bactettal populatlon in aquaJc samples reported previously(Crump et al.,1999;Brummer
et al.,2000:Seklguchi et al.,2002;Allgaler et al.,2006;Pep‖es et al.,2006;VVinter et al.,
2007).ThuS,the microarray used here、〃ould be reasonable for investigating the riverine
eubacterial cornrnunity.Refer toハρρendix B for‖st of probes.
2.3.3 Pathogen rnicroarray
陶licroarrays for detecting bacterial pathogens、″ere designed by Prof.Takayuki Ezaki,
Department of Microbiology Regeneration and Advanced Medical Science, Graduate
School of Medicine,Gifu Universlty,and distHbuted from A卜ЛR lnc.Gifu.丁hese rnicroarrays
were purchased as conlrnercial products.()ligonucleotide probes forthe 16S rRNA genes
of 1 012 bacterial pathogens infectious to humans,anirnals,plants,fish and shellfish are
mounted on this array. 丁he target pathogens included a‖ biosafety leve1 2 and leve1 3
pathogens in the classification of」panese S ciety of Bacteriology(2007)in additiOn to
several opportunistic pathogens. The array covers both fecal and non―fecal pathogens.
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This array vvas designed tO be most comprehensive, accurate and rapld testing of the
causative pathogens ofinfectious diseases,lncluding emerglng/reemerging diseases、″hi h
are increasing in number and beconling more globa‖zed(Yamada et al.,2007). PleaSe
refer toハρρendix B for‖st of probes.
2.4 DNA FniCrOarray analysis
2.4.l DNA extrac■on
DNA was extracted from 1 0ml of water sample by filtering itthrough a pore size O.22μm
Whatman GF/B lher(Whatman, Maidstonё, Kent, UK).The lher_paper was then
suspended in 500 μl of extraction buffer(50 mM Ttts―HCI,20 mM EDTA,100 mM NaCI,pH
8.0)in a tube.Ce‖s vver  then lysed by adding 50 μl of 2 rrng/rrll proteinase K and incubated
at 37°C for 2 hours. After ce‖ lysis, samples were extracted with equal volumes of
phenol―chloroforrrl twice.The aqueous phase wasthen co‖ected and DNA was precipltated
by adding 1/10th volume of O.3 M sodium acetate and 2 volumes of ch‖led ethanol
precipitated by centrifugation at 1 0,000 X g for 10 min,fo‖owed by vacuum drying and
stored at -20°C until further use.
2.4.2 PCR amplification
A‖PCR amplricaJOns were cartted out wlth a Mastercycler Standard(Eppendorf,Tokyo,
」apan).
For analyses with eubacterial and pathogen arrays,the consen/ed region of eubacteria116S
rDNA(ca.510 base pairs)was amplrled by PCR using an 8UA(5'―AGA G丁丁TGA ttCM
TGG CTC AG-3')and 519B(5'―GTATTA CCG CGG CKG CTG-3')pttmer set.The 5'―end of
the reverse primer was labeled l″ith Cy3;thus PCR products、″ere fluorescently labeled at
the same time.PCR amplrica10n was performed in a 20-μl PCR mixture containing l X Eシ
Ta9 buffer lTaKaRa,Shiga,Japan),200 μM dNTPs(T KaRa),20 pmol of fom′ard and
reverse pHmers,0,6 U of Ta9 DNA polymerase(TaKaRa),and 4 μl of DNA template
prepared in section 2.4.1. The therrnal profile for PCR amplification included an initial
denaturation at 950C for 3 min:35 cycles of denaturation at 950C for 30 si annea‖ng at
55°C for 30 s,and extension at 720C for 30 s;and a final extension step at 720C for 7 rrlin.
Arnplified products were purified by ethanol precipitation to get a final amount of 35ng of
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labeled DNA.
The DNA template preparation for functional bacterial gene array was done by
amplifying the communtty DNA with vattous pHmers in independent PCR reaclon tubes as
‖sted in Table 2-3.The 5'一end of each reverse primer was labeled with Cy3 to obtain(3y3
labeled PCR products.PCR amplification was performed in vattous 20…Itl PCR tubes
containing l X Ex Ta9 bufFer(TaKaRa,Shiga,」apan),200 μM dNttPs(TaKaRa),20 pmol of
fomrard and reverse pttmers,0.6 U of Ta9 DNA polymerase(TaKaRa),and 4 μlof D
template prepared in section 2.4.1.The condition of PCR was denaturation ln first step at
95°C)for 5 rnin; fo‖owed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 95°C)for l mln, a gradient
annea‖ng at 40°C,450C,550C,600C)and 65°C forl mln each,and extension at 72°C for 3
rrlin:vvith extension in the final cycle at 72°C for 1 0 rnin.Arnplified products were purified by
ethanol precipitation to get a final amount of 35ng oflabeled DNA.
2.4.3 Microarray hybridization
A/1icroarray hybrldization was perforrlled as fo‖o s.丁he rnic oarray IArere prehybridized
ln prehybttdizalon bufFer(2X SSC,0.2%sodium dodecyl surate)fOr 15 min at room
temperature and in freshly rnade prehybridization buffer for 5 rnin at 37°C.After the slides
had been dipped ln ultrapure water three tirrles to remove excess prehybridization buffe島
the arrays were dtted by centttfugaJon(110 X g,2to 4 min).Cy3-labeled target DNA(35ng
for eubacterial and pathogen nlicroarrays or a‖ DNA amplified for 33 target genes for
functional bacteHal gene rnicroarray)waS diSsolved in a 50¨μl hybttdizaJon buffer(5X SSC,
0.5%SDS),denatured at 90°C forl min,cooled down to 550C,and deposited onto a glass
cover―s‖p.Then,prehybridized array vvas placed on the cover…s‖p,and hybridization was
carHed out at 550C for 16 h in a hybttdizaJon chamber(DNA Chip Research lnc.,
Kanagawa,」apan),Where 150 μl of  M NaCl was applied to avoid drying.Following
hybttdizaJon,cove卜slips were removed by immersion in 2X SSC,0.20/O SDS at 37°C.
Arrays were washed with 2X SSC,0.2%SDS and with 2X SSC at Юom temper ture for 4
rrlin each,before being air dried in the dark.
2.4.4 Scanning
An arrayllVoRx(GE Healthcare UK Ltd.,Bucklnghamshire,England)was uSed to scan
fluorescent signals after hybridization on each spotin accordance wlth the rnanufacturer's
… 16…
Table 2日3 Primers used to prepare template for functional bacterial gene arrav










































































































































































instructions.Oligonucleotide probes were rnounted on the glass slide,and Cy3 dye labeled
DNA sample、〃as app‖ed on the array for hybridization experimentsI Scanned images were
then processed with Array∨is on ven 8.0(GE Healthcare UK Ltd.).There were 12 Cy3
positive control spots on each of pathogen and eubacterial microarray and the rrlean value
of these spot intensities was used as the positlve control intensity. After subtracting the
background noise,the signalintenslties of the spots、〃er  norrna‖zed rela ive to the positive
Cy3 spot for eubacterial and pathogen arrays. For eubacterial arrayi test spots whose
relative signal intensities(RSI)exCeeded O.l were considered to be va‖d and used for
further analysis.For pathogen arrayJtest spots whose RSl exceeded O.25 were considered
to be vand and used for further analysis. ln contrast,for functlonal bacterial gene array,
there was no standard positive control spot, hence test spots whose signal intensities
exceeded 2500 fluorescent units were consldered positive. This criteria for cut¨off was
assumed for the reason that often cross―hybridiza ion rrlight occur between the
OngOnucleOtide probes and the template DNA and thus to avoid the false―positive results
the criteria of cut―off of signalintensitles was considered.
2.5 Statistical analysis
Heat rnap was generated for eubacterial n∩icrOarray data.Each RSi was converted into
a color gradient by uslng macros for Microsott Exce1 2002(MicrOSOft Corporation,Redmond,
WA,USA).The heat map macro,developed by DL Yukihiro Yabuta atthe Riken Centerfor
Developmental  Biology7  」apan,  is a  freely  ava‖abl   tool  from  his  website:
http:〃homepage.mac.com/yabyab′program/heatmap.html(acceSSed February 2011).
丁he Shannon―Weaver diverstty index(ShannOn et al.,1963)was calCulated using
naturallogarithrn by the fo‖owing equations:
〃:=―ΣPi・hPi
R=′/Ⅳ
where κ′is the RSl of spotj,and iV is the surrlrnation of the norrna‖zed signal intensities in
a sample.
Pttncipal components analysis(PCA)and muluvaHate analysis were performed with the
stausJcal analysis tool SPSS ven 15.O forヽⅣindows(SPSS inc.,Chicago,lL,USA).PCA
was perforrrled againstthe occurrence pattern(preSence/absence)of target speciesノgenes
for data of pathogen and functional bacterial gene rrlicroarray analyses,a value zero was
assigned to the probes(undetected species/genes)whiCh Showed signalintensityく0.25 for
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pathogen array andく2500 florescence unit for genes related to functions of environment,
and a value one was assigned to the detected probes(speCies/genes).For the eubactettal
microarray,data analysis was performed against RSl of test spots(RSl was assigned a
value zero lf a species is under the detection ‖rnit(く0.1)). RSI value was used in
eubacterial array results so as to accurately predlct the cornrnunity structure and variation
of bacterlal species according to the samp‖ng stati ns.Howeverin case of pathogen array
or the genes related to bacterial functions array the obiectiVe was to ldentify the presence
or absence pattern ofthe species/genes.ln addition,correlation analysis between the RSi
of each pathogen and the total coliforrn count relative to the total number of heterotrophic







ln the aquauc ecOsystem, microorganisms play pivotal「ole to degrade/detox fy
po‖utants,or elemental and rnaterial recirculation.ln opposition to eukaryotes:prokaryotes
often possess a particular gene related to an environmental function which is distributed
over various faχa(crasses Or even ρわy′a)Of prOkaryotes. For example, the function of
nitrogen flxing is carried outin the environment by various faxa of bacteria or even certain
archaea uti‖zing the nifH gene and such species belong to broad faχa including
ハcf′ηObacferia,ハcわ ea(meff7anOgers),Cyanοゎacferia,Fim′cυfes and some crasses Of
PrOreObacreria(Ueda er al,1995).Evalualon of such bactettal genes could not be done
based on 16S r[〕NA analysis due to the difFerences in individual lineages of difFerent
bacteria.Thus,evaluation of rnicrobial functions based on evaluating such broad―spectrum
genes can provide the overa‖understanding on the status of the environment.Howevet
studies in rnultidiscip‖nary rrlicrobiological functions in the environment are often llrrlited by
the experimental forrnat,genera‖y involving independent evaluation of each function. For
example, nitrogen cycle includes nitrogen fixation,arnrnonium oxidationi nitrite oxidation,
nitrate reductloni nitrite reduction, nitric oxide reductioni nitrous oxide reduction, and
anaerobic ammonium oxidalon(anammOXl funcJOns;however it is too cumbersome to
evaluate each function individua‖y even lf rnolecular n∩icrobiological methods are app‖ed.
3.3.l Terrrlinology of Functional array
ln environmental studies and particularly in this thesls, the terrn functional array
exclusively refers to the DNA nlicroarray which is used to detect the presence(or abSence)
of a target environmentalfunction.Function itselfis defined as the ability of nnicroorganisms
to carry out biotransforrrlation of chenlical compounds into environmenta‖y benefi ial or
less toxic substances. 丁he functional array ls thus used to evaluate the potential of
environmentalfunction and to access the soundness of river waters.
ln this chaptet environmental functlons in river vvaters were evaluated using a DNA
rnicroarray.丁here、″ere tota1 85 genes which targeted 33 functions in environment,these
were distributed as functions related to circulation of:carbon(3 functions and 7 genes),
nttrogen(1l functions and 24 genes)and sulfur(2 functions and 2 genes);chemiCal
degradation(5 funcJons and 27 genes),metal metabolism(6 functions and 9 genes),and
energy flow(6 functions and 16 genes)for mOre deta‖s pleas  refer chapter 2.3.1.
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3.2 Spatiotemporal variations of bacterial functions
Arnong 85 targeted genes, 11 lo 68 functional bacterial genes were detected in river
water samples(Fig.3-1).丁he numbers of detected genes were highestin summet except
station Kl.The detected gene numbers were greatly difFerentln autumn depending on the
samp‖ng station.ln contrast,sirn‖ar numbers offunctional bacterial genes were detected in
spring and、〃i ten
in Kita Rlvet the number of detected functlonal bacterial genes increased along the
course offlow ofthe riverin surnrneL autumn and vvlnteL tthls rnight be due to the brackish
environment,、〃here freshwater and seawaterrnicrobes coexist and genera‖y highly diverse
community is formed(Crump et al.,1999),at Stalon K2.
ln Yodo Rivett functional bacterial gene number always decreased frorrl station Yl to
station Y2.A dam is posiJoned iuSt upstream of station Y2,and thus hydraulic retenOon
tirne is longer there.丁his might result in the change of rnicrobial cornrnunity composition
and decrease of function. By contrast, station Y3 always had higher functional bacterial
gene numbers with little seasonal variations.Activated sludge in W1/VTP contains a wide
vattety of microorganisms wtth a high density.丁hus,release of VVヽⅣTP effluents would
cause the increase offunctional genes at statlon Y3.
PCA was perforrned based on the occurrence pattern of bacterial genes.As shown in
Fig. 3-2, samples were roughly distributed depending on the seasono Surnrner samples
except a sample frorn station Kl were largely separated fronl the samples in the other
seasons.This suggested that rnicrobial functions in surnrner vvere greatly difFerent from






























Fig.3‐l Positive number of genes detected in river、″ater sampl s co‖ected f onl the
Yodo and Kita Rivers.Probe wtth signalintensly≧2500 wa judged as pos社ve.
□sp‖ng tt Summer□Autumn■Winter
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with the number of detected genes(r2=0.85)(Fig.3-3),and that PC2 was weakly
correlated wtth water temperature(r2=0.44)and nOt With the other water quality
parameters.丁hu ,itis suggested that watertemperature would be a factor relevantto the
change of the rrlicrobial function of riverine、″ateL lt was previously reported that anlrnonia
oxidizing bacteHa rapidly decreases wtth falling watertemperatures(UrakaWa et al.,2008).
Sirn‖arly Yang et al.(2007)have repOrted that the denltrification activity is highest at
28°C)-30°C and decrease ln temperatures drastica‖y lowers the activity.Therefore,、v ter
temperature higherthan 280C in surnrnerin 5 stations exceptfor station Kl resulted ln the
-1       0
PCl ol.4%)
Fig.3‐2 0rdination produced from PCA based on gene profiles in river water samples
obtained from Yodo and Kita Rlvers in spttng(open circle),Summer(c10Sed diamond),
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Fig.3‐ Correlation between the value of pttncipal component analysis factor l(PCl)



































highly difFerent functional gene profiles in these 5 stations compared with the other
seasons.
3.3 Characteristics ofindividual and overa‖bacterial functions
The occurrence of each functional bacterial gene is sunlrrlarized in Table 3-1.
3.3.l Functions related to cherrlical degradation
Arnong  the  genes  related  to  aromatic  compounds  degradation,  catechol
l,2-dioxygenase(C120)DNA and catecho12,3-dioxygenase(C230)DNA,C230 DNA was
detected in a‖samples, wh‖e C12C)DNA was detected in several samples and no
relationship betvveen its occurrence and stationノseason、〃as obseⅣed.lt h s been reported
that although C120 DNA is norrna‖y dorn nated in seawater,under high concentrations of
aromaJcs C230 DNAlncrease(Sel et al.,2004).丁hus,common occurrence of C230 in this
study rnightindicate that river water have been po‖ut d by a om tics frorrn human activities.
Detection of C23C)even at station Kl with low po‖ution level rnay suggestthe presence of
cherrllcal contanlination that cannot be predicted by physicochenllcal water quality
parameters.
Arnong alkane degradation genes,arkB,arkB&arkB′vv re detected in a‖samples.On
the other hand, alkM was found to be present at high signal intensity at station Y3
independent ofthe season,but was not detected or was detected atlow signalintensity at
the other stations. arkB is responsible for degradation of relatively shorter r7-alkanes,
whereas alkM and aFkB&arkB′are forlonger n―lkanes(Belhai et al・,2002;Kohno et al.,
2002i Sei et al.,2003).丁hus it can be inferred that natural Hver water has shorter n―alkane
degradation ab‖ty s a generalfunction.
3.3.2 Functions related to carbon cycle
Arnongst the methane oxidlzing genes, the ρmaハwas ubiquitous in a‖ ampl s. ln
contrast, the r7′ηOX Was not detected in most samples. Almost a‖ methane oxidizing
bacteria possess ρmaハ, whereas ″7′ηOX gene encodes a special methane oxidizing
enzyme which is activated only under the copper‖nlitation condltions. Methane oxidizing
bactetta possessing“
“
oX are‖mited to 5 genera such as ν ttyfo Occυs(Cheng et al.,
1999;Nakamura et al.,2007).ThuS,itis suggested that mmoX gene is rninorin the ttverine
-24…
Table 3由l Distribution of functional bacterial genes in Yodo and Kita Rivers
October,2005
Yodo River
1     2
August,2006
Kita b′er  Yodoふヽ Kuta River
,2007
Yodo Rver
1     2     3
May9 2007
lata River      Yodo River0ねIい′er
1     2
Carbon cyde
Cmethane cyclo
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waters.The′ηcM gene that encodes the enzyme for methane generation during anaeroblc
conditions was rarely detected probably because the samples were cOnected frorn the
sub―surface aerobic zone.
The  genes  relevant  to  energy  flow:  ρわaZ  cr7 iA,  and genes  related  to
poly(3-hydroxybutyrate)(PHB)degrada」on and chttin degradaJon, were dominanJy
detected in alrnost a‖the amples,ln recent years,the production and consumption of PHB
have been increasing and tts environmental release should increase(Sei et al.,2001).ln
additlon,chitin is a biological macromolecule thatis universa‖y present on earth(LeCl ir et
al., 2004). 丁he evidence suggests that chitin degradation and PHB degradation genes
should be widely present in river vvater systems. On the other hand,amongst the genes
related to peptide hydrolysisi neither npr nor sub were detected in the river samples
although aρr genes were rnainly found in rnany samples.Although peptide compounds are
also thought to be ubiquitous in the environment,hydrolytic functions were rarely detected.
The primer used in thls study was origina‖y developed for ev luating the peptide
degradation genes in soll environments(Bach et al,,2001),and may be inapprop百ate for
those in aquatic environments. Thus, rnore specific primers and probes are needed for
better evaluating the peptide hydrolytic functions in the aquatic environment.
3.3.3 Functions related to nitrogen cycle
amOハgene responsible for the arnrnonia oxidation was always detected at statlon Y3
although it was rarely detected in upstrearn stations of both monitoring rivers. Because
station Y3 is located downstream of llVWTPs, anlrnonium nitrogen released frorn the
WVVttPs increased the concentration of arnrnoniurn nitrogen in river water and
consequenJy ammonia oxidizing bacteHa grew(C6brOn et al.,2004).
Arnong two genes related to nitrite reduction,ηiKgene was detected in a‖samples,
whereas ρirS gene vvas not always detected.丁he bun ance and diversity of r7rirK and ηrirS
have been reported to be difFerent depending on the target environment(Priemё et al.
2002; Braker et al., 2006).Yan et al.(2003)have reported that although η′rK gene is
genera‖y dorYlinated in groundwater contarninated with nitrate and uraniurn, η rS gene is
activated at low pH and high nitrate concentration and it is suppressed under high DO
condition.p卜l of river water samples analyzed in this study was around neutral and their[)O
was genera‖y high.Therefore,ηlKgen  vvas genera‖y dorninated in the samples.On the
other hand, 9ηorB and cnorB genes reSponsible for nitric oxide reduction were rarely
detected.Nitric oxide is produced underthe anaerobic condition,and thus 9ηOrB d cr70rB
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genes were not presentin surface、″aters underthe aerobic condition.
ヵifH gene responsible for nitrogen fixation was detected in alrrlost a‖ the samples,
excepting station Kl、〃here the gene was detected only in surnrnen
ηttA responsible for reduction of nitttte to ammonium and 16S rDNA of anammox were
hardly detected. Resulis of this study suggest that these special functlons are rarely
presentin river water environments.
Fronl the results, each gene included in the nitrogen cycle showed different spatial
variation.As a vvhole,the nitrogen cyc‖ng potentialin the river environment seems to vary
dependlng on the environmental conditions along the flow ln particulatt most of the target
genes、〃ere detected in station Y3.Although previous study has revealed the elevatlon of
amaハgene by the dischaFge of VVWTP effluent(C6brOn et al.,2004),our results suggest
that llVVVTF)effluentinfluences entire genes related to the nitrogen cycle.
3.3.4 Functions related to sulfur cycle
ds″4B respOnsible for the dissirnilatory sulfate reduction waS detected in the
downstrearn station in Kita River and upstrearn stations in Yodo Rlvett however the signal
intensity vvas always iow.Sulfate reduction occurs underthe anaerobic condition in so‖and
sedirnent(SCh01ten et al.,2005;Leloup et al.,2006).ThuS,the presence of sulfate reducing
genesin sub¨surface vvaters vvould be resulted from the transport of river sedirnents or soils
of river bank.On the other hand,thiosulfate oxidizing gene sοxB was hardly etected in the
samples,suggesting thatthis function is unusualin the river waters.
ln this study only two genes were targeted for detecting bacterialfunctions related to the
sulfur cycle. Since these two genes are rarely present in the samples analyzed,further
investigation targeting difFerent functional bacterial genes would be needed to evaluate the
sulfur recyc‖ng function in the river environment.
3.3.5 Functions related to rFletal metabo‖sm
丁he selenlum methylaung gene rp“w s commonly detected ln Hver water samples.
丁he iron reduction gene Fett was detected in a‖buttwo samples from Kita Riverin surrlrnen
The mercury reduction gene meル4 was also d tected in most samples although it was
rarely detected in autumn. By contrast, manganese oxidation gene mο,1, cadr ium
resistance gene cadA and copper resistant gene ρ R were undetec ed in alrnost a‖the
samples.
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3.3.6 0vera‖evaluation of bacterial functions
Based on the detection frequencies in the river water samples,the genes related to
bacteHalfunctions wёre classried intO three mttor grOups as shown in Table 3…2.Group lA)
consisted of universa‖y present genes;group(B)COnSiSted of genes、〃hich are specifica‖y
present under certain geographical and seasonal condition:and group(C))cOnsisted of non
existent genes,Group A included the cherYlical degradation genes of C230 DNA,arkB,alた
B&Bf, carbon cycle genes of ρmaハ,ρわOZ, cわ船, nitrogen cycle gene nirK and metal
metabo‖srn gene fpm.Except for ηlrKi the genes classlfied in group A are responsible for
aerobic functions. Group B consisted of the chernical degradation genes of C120 DNA,
alkM,nitrogen cycle genes of aЛ9aA,naρハ,rarC,nirS,ηOsZ,η′″ザ,sulfur cycle gene dsんAB,
and metal rrletabo‖srrl genes of feんA and meM.丁h  genes related to the nitrogen cycle
were abundant in this group,and thus it was suggested that they rnay largely reflect the
specific condition of river environment.Genes categorized in group C were detected in very
sma‖number or not at a‖detected.lt、〃as concluded that group C genes did not have any
significant contribution towards the functions of river water environment.
Table 3‐2 Classlfication of functional bacterial genes based on
detection frequency
(B)              (C)
C120 DNA       ″″′
α′″                 ′2cκ∠
α″α4           9″ο7・B










αり;Detectcd in most samples(■+≧20),(B);Detcctcd in scvσal samplcs,














ln this chapteL spatial and seasonal variations of the occurrence of 33 functional
bacterial genes related to carboni nitrogen and sulfur cycles,chernical degradation,rnetal
metabo‖sms, and energy flows were studied using DNA rrlicroarray. The presence of
functional bacterial genes ln river water was greatly influenced by the seasonal variations.
Especlally a wide variety of bacterial functions seems to be present in surnmer as
compared to the other seasons.The number of genes seemed to be reduced by water
retention in a dam lake.Converselyl discharge ofヽVVVttP effluent increase the diversity of
bacterial functions.
丁he 33 kinds of functions analyzed were classified into three groups based on the
detecJon frequency in the seasonal samples:(A)universa1ly present genes,(B)genes
specifica‖y present under certain geographical and seasonal conditions, and (C))
non―existent genes.Group A included the chernical degradation genes of C230 DNA,arkB,
a′kB&B′,carbon cycle genes of ρЛ9cA,ρわOZ,C力riA,nitrogen cycle gene nirKand metal
metabolism gene fp“.Group B consisted ofthe chemical degradalon genes of C120 DNA,
alkM,nitrogen cycle genes of amOハ,77apA,narC,nirS,ηosZ,"“H,sulfur cycle gene dsttB,
and rnetal rnetabo‖s n genes of feM and“eM.F「om the results,functions included in the
group B may be used as an indicatorfor evaluating the qua‖ty f river enviro ment as these
functions are sensitive towards varying environmental conditions than other studied genes,








ルlicroorganisms play plvotal roles in breaking down organic matter and rerninera‖zing
nutrients; these actiOns strongly influence energy flux and elemental and material
circulation in aquatic ecosystems. Microbial populatlons in the natural environment
fluctuate spatiotempora‖y with ch nges in the chernical and physical conditions of the
surrounding environment(BrancO et al.,2005;Ch6nier et al.,2003).ln add社iOn,inttow of
wastewaters contalnlng xenobiotics and toxic cherrlicals causes a drastic shift in microbial
cornrnunity structure;thls shift may influence the ecological functions of the environment
(Brunlrner et al.,2000;Feris et al.,2004;Fossi et al.,1995:Rodriguez et al.,2007).丁hus,
microbia1 lora can seⅣe as a biolndicator for esumaJng water quality(Brummer et al.,
2003:Douterelo et al.,2004)and enVirOnmental soundness.
In this chapteL total eubacterial conlrnunity in the rnonitoring rivers vvas analyzed using
a eubacterial rrlicroarray and assessed the correlation with various physicochernical
parameters.
4.2  River water quality
Table 4¨l shows the physicochernical and biological qua‖ty of river water samples
co‖ected over a span of 20 rnonths,Watertemperature varied by the seasonal pattern、〃 s
21.60C to 30.2°C in summeL ll.80C to 22°C in spHng and autumn,and 6.50C to 13.1°C in
winteL The pH values of river samples were around neutral; however surnrner samples
exhibited a tendency to be mildly alkaline.Electttcal conducJvity was iow(Oto O.3 mS/cm)
in alrYlost a‖f the samples,with an exception of samples from downstrearn in the Kita
River(StaJOn K2),whiCh had values of 50.1,13.9 and 7(mS/cm)fOr Summett autumn and
spring respectively. This occurs due to a brackish water environment that、〃as created
owing to the backflow of seawaten DO levels vary widely among the samples ranging frorrl
3.3to 9.5 mg川Concentrations of DOC,CHB and eubacteHal16S rDNA copies werelowest
in the upstream of Ktta River(StaJon Kl)in mOSt Seasons, where the inlux of
anthropogenic disturbances was presumed lowest amongst a‖the a p‖ng stations.D()C
and CHB increased by l.7 to 5 tirnes and more than 1 0 tirnes during the flow frorn station
Kl to station K2 in Ktta River, respectivelyp possibly due to the inttow of effluents from
surrounding areas and the backflow of seawater containing contarrlinants accumulated in
the llVakasa Bay.in Yodo Rlvett concentrations of CHB,DOC,and T¨N usually ncreased
bet、″een samp‖ng stations Y2 and Y3,indicating that effluents from WWttPs
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Table 4口l Physicochernicai and biological water quality parameters in river watera
Samp‖ng
date
Station  Temp pH
(°C)



























19.8   7.7  9.1
19.4   7.4  7.6
21.0  7.1  7.0





























12.8   7.2  8.8


























30.0  9.0  6.9
28.6  7.3  4.8
29.8  7.5  6.1





















21.6   8.2  9.3









Autumn   Yodo
(OCtOber
2005)
21.2  8.1  7.9
21.5  7.2  6.8
22.0  7.3  7.4





































13.4  6.7  9.5









Winter    Yodo
(」anuary
2007)
7.2   7.5
6.5    7.6
13.1  7.1












































































































Fig.4口l Number of bacterial species detected in river water samples co‖fro rl Yodo
and Kita Rivers. Probes with relative signal intensity > 0.l of Cy3 control spot were
iudged as positive.
located betuleen these samp‖g stations largely influenced the、〃ater quality at station Y3.
4.3  Diversity of bacterial corTlrnunity
The number of bacterial species detected in river water samples varied ranging frorn 1 5
to 807(Fig.4-1).Ofthe 1 01 6 bactettal specles targeted,a total of 854(84%)were detected
in one or more samples.A heat map(Fig.4-2)showS the presence of bacteHal species to
better understand the results visually.
Higher numbers of bacteHal species(610 to 807 species)were detected in summer and
autumn, with the exception of an autumn sample from station Kl that had only 159
detectable bacterial species.Winter samples had the lowest numbers of bacterial species,
ranging frorn 15 to 50,although one sample frorn station Kl contalned as many as 524
different species,ln sprlng,the numbers of bacterial species detected at stations Kl,K2,
Yl,Y2and Y4 ranged from 362 to 620-higher than in winter and lowerthan in autumn
and surnrYler―whereas a spring sample from station Y3 contained an exceptlona‖y low
number(1 7 species).
in the Kita Rivett fewer bacterial species were found at upstream station Kl than at
downstream stalon K2 in spttng,summer,and autumn(Fig.4-l and Table 4…2),  Very
sharp increase in the numbers of alrrlost a‖phyla was obseⅣed between Kl and K2 in
autumn.in contrast,in winter the corrlrnunity at station Kl had over 1 0 tirnes rnore species
than at station K2,as indicated above.ln the Yodo Rivett although the number of bacterial
species detected did not drastica‖y change along the flow in surnrrlet autumn,and winteL it
□Sp‖ng tt Summer□Autumn■Winter
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Table 4口2 Deta‖ed distribution of bacterial species in each sample
Pttyrυm     spttng
(TOtal prObes)a
Summer Autunnn
Yl Y2  Y3 Y4  KlK2  Yl  Y2  Y3  Y4  KlK2  YlY2  Y3  Y4  KlK2  Yl Y2 Y3  Y4 Kl  K2
ハCri770baCretta  77   63   6   55   58   77   131  130  137  125  101  129  113  118  126  117  85   119  1   9   6    12  71   1
(152)  [51]b141]14][36][38][51][86][86][90][82][66][85][74][78][83][77][56][78][1][6]14][8][47][1]
Bacleroldeわs  36   21   1   22   28   34   45   38   46   44   36   43   37   28   43   40   5    40   1   2   5    3   27   2
(48)   [75]144][2]146][58][71][94][79][96][92][75][90][77][58][90][83][10][83][2]14][10][6][56][4]
Cyar7οわacleria  35   23   1   21   25   34   33   37   31   31   36   34   29   26   36   29   1    29   0   0   0    0   33   1
(39)          [90]  [59] [3] [54] [64] [87] [85] [95] [79] [79] [92] [87] [74] [67] [92] [74] [3]  [74] [0] [0] [0]  [0] [85] [3]
Filrm′cυles     174  86   1   113  114  165  180  167  166  141  114  143  126  134  173  149  14   145  6   7   8    9   144  11p2o   
『
司 ptt pl bq bq『釧 旧q『倒
『
鋼 Юtt Юq Юtt Юq Ю釧 Ftt Юq Ю]Юtt p]p]Fi F]Юtt b]
Proleobacreria  264   155  6   203  212  261  338  336  336  306  271  334  290  307  342  327  50   341  6   11  15   20  232  24
(455) [58]  [34] [1] [45] [47] [57] [74] [74] [74] [67] [601 [73] [641 [67] [75] [721 [111  175] [1] [2] [31  [4] [51] [5]
_ハrpゎa(123)   105  65   1   89   81   103  119  119  118  108  101  117  102  110  119  114  11   117  1   4   5    6   98   12
185]  [531  11] [72] [66] [84] [97] [97] [96] [88] [82] [95] [83] [89] [97] [93] [9]  [95] [1] [3] [4]  [5] [801 [101-3era(78)    37   23   0   31   30   36   59   53   62   53   55   56   51   54   58   58   15   56   4   1   3    2   32   7
[47]  [291 [0] [40] [38] [46] [76] [68] [79] [68] [71] [72] [65] [69] [74] [74] [19] [72] [5] [1] [41  [3] [41] [9]
―Camma(133)80  46  1  60  67  77  101 112 99  93  77  107 85  94  103 102 8  109 1  5  7  10 64  5
[60]  [35] [1] [45] [50] [58] [76] [84] [74] [70] [58] [80] [64] [71] [77] [77] [6]  [82] [1] [4] [5]  [8] [78] [4]_Derla(lo8)   37   19   3   21   31   39   47   44   45   45   33   42   44   45   50   45   15   47   0   1   0    2   33   0
[34] [18][3][19][29][361 1441 1411 142][42][31][391 1411 142][461 142][141 144][0][1][0] [2][311[0]
―Eps〃Oρ(13)  5    2    1   2    3    6    12   8    12   7    5    12   8    4    12   8    1    12   0   0   0    0   5    0
[38] [15] [8] [15] [23] 146] [92] [62] [92] [54] [38] [92] [62] [31] [92] [62] [8] [92] [0] [0] [0] [0] [38] [0]
C)thers(96)    34   14   2   19   19   30   80   74   78   67   52   63   29   27   55   29   4    41   1   2   6    6   17   0
[35] [14][2] [19][19][31] [82][76][80][68][53][64][30][28][56][30]14] [42][1] [2] [6] [6] [17][0]
Total(1,016)   620  362  17  433  456  601  807  782  794  714  610  746  624  640  775  691  159  715  15  31  40   50  524  39
[61] [36] [2] 1431 145] [59] [79] [77] [78] [70] [60] [73] [61] [63] [76] [68] [16] [70] [1] [31 14] [5] [51] 14]
a Numbersin「Ound parentheses indicate totaltargeted species.
b Numbers in boxed parentheses indicate percentage of detected probes.Note the numbers are rounded―offto e‖rninate decirnal values.
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スcrilrPobacわri
Sp Su Au Wi
BacrerOideres
Sp  Su  Au  Wi
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Flilrmたυres
Sp  Su Au Wi
Filrmた″les(COntd.)
Sp  Su  Au  Wi
ハrpゎaρrOreObacre″
EpsわηρroleobacleriaSp  Su  Au  Wi
Befaρroreobacre″
Sp  Su  Au  Wi
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DerfaprOleObacre″a
Sp  Su  Au  Wi
Gammaproleobacre″a

























































































Fig`4・2 Heat map showing the distribution of
eubacteria. Eubacterial specles'hybrldlzation
pattern is represented by a heat rnap. Each
row represent individual probe of a bacterial
species as described in table 4‐2,each of 24
columns from left to right dlrection represents
a samp‖ng station for the seasons Sp‐Spring
(COlumns l_6),Su―Summer(columns 7-12),
Au―Autumn(cdumnS 13-18)and Wi‐Wlnter
(COlumns 19‐24)in the Order Kl,K2,Yl,Y2,
Y3and Y4(left tO ttght)for each season.
Rela‖ve slgnal intensity data fЮm microarray
analysis was converted into a heat rnap image

















Fig.4‐3 Shannon―Weaver's dlversity index(Hつ calCulated frorrl the data of eubacterial
rnicroarray analyses.Calculatlons、〃 re carr ed out for spots whose relative signalintensity
was>0.l of control Cy3 spot.
increased s‖ghtly beh〃e n stations Y2 and Y3(Flg.4-l and Table 4-2). Exceptiona‖y in
spttng the number of bactettal species largely decreased from staJon Yl(620 species)to
station Y3(1 7 species)but recOvered ln Y4(433 species).
The Shannon…Weaver's diversity index 17′was calculated from the RSis ofthe detected
bacterial species. Figure 4-3 shows the spatiotemporal variation sirn‖ar to ha  of the
detected number of bacterial species described above.∴′′accounts fo  oth abundance
and evenness of specles detected.∴′′va ue incr ases if a‖pec es are equa‖y abundant or
additional new species are present. Lower H′values means that both abundance and
evenness of detected species is low.
4.4  Composition of bacterial conlrTlunity
Bacterial species detected ln the analysis are surnrnarized at the phylum levelln Table
4…2.A total of 854 bacterial species detected were classified into six groups according to
their seasonal occurrence patterns(Table 4¨3):Group A consists of 505 species commonly
presentin spring,surnrner and autumn seasons:group B consists of 220 species specific to
the season of surnrner and autumn;groups C,D and E consisted of 44,6 and 60 species
specific to surnrrlett autumn and spring,respectively;and group F consisted of 19 species
randonlly presentin winter and rnore samples.
Five phyla, Cyanοbacrerlia, 3acfero′deres, ハcrinOわacreria, Profeοbacr ria and
Firmたυres were dOminantin the Yodo and Kita Rivers in spring,summeL and autumn wvith
□Sp‖ng tt Sttmer□Autumn■Winter
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スcfinobacreria  70 146]b
(152)
51[34]5[3] 3[21 2[110[01 21[14]
BacrerOderes  28 158]
(48)
15[31]1[21 0[01 214] 1[2] 1121
Cyaηοわacferia  33[85]
(39)
4[101113] 010] 0[01010] 1[3]
Filrmたυres
(226)


















































Others(96) 15[151  26[27]24[241 0[01 9[9] 1[1] 23123]
Total(1,016)   505[501    220[221  44[41    6[0]    6016]   1912]    164[16]
a Numbers in round parentheses indicate totaltargeted species.
b Numbers in boxed parentheses indicate percentage of detected probes. Note the
numbers are rounded―offto e‖rninate decirnal values.
700/0, 68%,65°/0 57%and 57%of the average detection ratio to total targeted species,
respecJvelyJ although the most dominant phylum vatted depending on the sample(Table
4…3).In the PrOfeobacわria,the alpha subclass(average detecJon raJo in spttng,summer
and autumn:77%)was the mOst frequenJy detected,followed by gamma(average
detecJon ralo:59%)and beta(average deteclon ratio:56%)subdasses.The numbers of
species detected among the dorninant phyla clearly decreased in the fo‖owing order:
surnrner>autumn>spring>vvinter;this、〃as in accordance with the seasonal variation in
the total number of bacterial species detected (Fig.4-1).Thus, fluctuations in the
abundance of the donlinant bacterial phyla strongly influenced those of the entire bacterial
corrlrnunity.
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4.5  Principal component analysis
ln PCA based on the data of microarray analysis,almost half(49.6%)of the tOtal
vaHation was explained by extracung the lrst(PCl)and Second(PC2)pHncipal
components(Fig.4-4).Scatter plot based on the PCl and PC2 revealed that the 24
samples analyzed could be divided into three core groups, A, B and C. Core group A
conslsted of summer and autumn samples;core group B Consisted of winter samples(as
well as an anomalous sample from Kl and a spttng sample from Y3);and COre group C
consisted of spHng samples(aS Well as an anomalous sample from Y3 and a wintersample
from Kl).Further PCA performed on the samples classried intO core gЮup A clea‖y
separated summersamples from autumn samples(Fig.4…5).丁hese re uns suggestthatthe
bacterial species composition ofthe river water changed seasona‖y.丁he classification of a
winter sample from Kl and a Spttng sample from Y3 into core groups C and B,respecJvely,
was resulted from the tendency forthe PCA score which depended on the total number of
bacterial species detected in a sample.Namelyl a spring sample from Y3 that had a lower
number of bacterial species than the other spring samples was located in core group B,
which usua‖y had lower numbers of specles;conversely,a、〃inter ample from Kl that had
a higher number of bacterial species than the other vvlnter samples was grouped into core
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0.2     0.4    0.6     0.8
PCl(34.8%)
Fig. 4口4 0rdination produced from PCA based on rnicroarray profiles in river water
eubactettal communtty obtained from Yodo and Kita Rivers in spttng(open circle),Summer












0      0.2     0.4     0.6     0.8      1
PCl(48.2%)
Fig.4‐5 PCAC)rdination produced for group A in Fig.4-4,with river samples obtained from












0.4       0.6
PCl value
Fig.4‐6 CorrelaJon between the value of pttncipal component factor l(PCl)and the
number of detected EU bacteria in rlver water samples.
correlation vvith the number of bacterial species detected as shown in Fig.4-6.in contrast,
no clear relationship was obseⅣed bet″en the PC2 values and any of the































































DNA rnicroarray analysis revealed that the bacterial cornrrlunity in river water
environments varied primarily according to the seasons.Although,previous studies have
also reported a strong influence of seasonal variation in environmental conditions on the
bacterial composition of river water environment(Be‖ t al., 1982i Rubin et al., 2007),
howeverin these studies the targeted bacterial species were lirnited to a feⅥ′numbers and
a comprehensive monitottng of broad va‖e y of bacteHa at ρ tyrυ
“
level was not carHed out.
Fewer bacterial specles were detected in wlnter than in the other seasons, probably
because most of the dorrlinant bacteria ln river water are mesophilic and the COld Vvinter
temperatures are unsuitable for their growth. ln particulat although the numbers of
culturable bacteria were sirn‖ar in spr ng and winter(Table 4…1), the species diverslty
obseⅣd in the micЮarray analysis was much lowerin winter than in spHng(Table 4-2).
丁he dlfferences in 16S rDNA copy number between winter and the other seasons(Table
4-1)suggest that most of the unculturable bacteHa,which may account for>99%of a‖
bacteria in fresh water(Amann et al., 1995), do nOt persist under cold conditions. 丁he
recording of an exceptiona‖y large number of bacterial species at Kl in winter suggests the
presence of largely diverse bacteria at loⅥ/conCentrat ons and without hlghly dorninant
species.At Y3 in spring,desplte the large 16S rDNA copy numbet the number of detected
specles was qutte low(Table 4…l and Fig.4…1),and their RSI was oniy marginal.丁his
irnp‖es that those bacterial species, which are not targeted by the mlcroarray7 were
abundantly presentin this sample.
ln each samp‖ng season,the bacterial species composition at Kl,the upstrearn station
on the Ktta Rivett was hlghly differentfrom that atthe downstream staJon(K2)on the Same
river and at any stations on the Yodo Riven The physicochёrrlical wat r quality parameters
suggested that the upstream part of the Kita River genera‖y had lower po‖ution levels,
although the spring sample had relatively high organic and nitrogen concentrations. A
number of previous studies have reported that the input of anthropogenic wastewaters
containing various po‖utant , includlng eas‖y degr dable organics, nutrients, and
xenobiotic compounds,can affectthe composiJon of ttve‖ne microbial c mmuniJes(Fossi
et al,1995;Feris et al.,2004;Rodriguez et al.,2007;Rubin et al.,2007;Pesce et al.,2008).
丁hus,the difference in corrlmunity composition between station Kl and the other stations
may be due to dissirn‖arit e  in po‖ution levels. The s‖ght increase in the number of
bactettal species between Y2 and Y3 in the Yodo River(eXCept spttng)may have occurred
partly because of the growth of some species that were present at undetectable levels
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upstream and preferred the po‖uted conditions forrned by the discharge of effluent
containing various po‖utant from the llVVVTPs located between Y2 and Y3.丁he elucidation
on positive correlation betvveen concentration of some bacterial specles and po‖ution level
was previously reported(Fetts et al.,2004).The inttOw of bactenal species in the VVllVttP
effluent itself rnay also have contributed to the increase in the bacterial diversity between
Y2and Y3(lwane et al.,2001i Cёbron et al.,2004).
Samples frorn station K2 showed exceptiona‖y higher electrical conductivity in spring,
summet and autumn(7.0,50.l and 13.9 mS/cm,respectively)than thё Other samples(0.1
to l.4 mS/cm;Table 4…1).COrrespondinglyJ the bactettal communiJes in these K2 samples
exhiblted high species diverslty. ln contrast,the bacterial dlverslty at the same station in
wintet when the electHcal conducJvity was surpttsingly 10w(0.l mS/Cm),was the 10west
among the samples frorn the Kita Riven ln the brackish environment nearthe mouth of a
riveL freshwater frorrl the river and backflow from the sea interrnix, creating unique
conditions vvith characteristics interrnediate between those of freshwater and seawater and
with an increased hydrau‖c retention time. Consequently, a highly divergent microbial
communlty can be established in the brackish environment(Crump et al.,1999).丁herefore,
the high bacterial diversity obseⅣe  at s ation K2 in spring,surnrnett and autumn can be
attributed to the forrnation of such brackish conditions.
Previous studies have reported that bacterial conlmunity compositlon gradua‖y
changes in large‖vers along the course oflow(Sekiguchl et al.,2002;VVinter et al.,2007).
EspeCla‖yVげinter et al.(2007)suggeSted that such gradual shiftS result from the adaptation
of a riverlne conlrrlunity to changing environmental conditions over the course of the river.
In contrast, in the two rivers investigated here, the bacterial ёornrnunity appeared to
respond sharply to speciflc geographic features and facilitiesヽ″hich affect the river、″ater
qua‖ty rather successively adapt to changing conditions in the course of the water flow.
Such dlfferential spatial variation was likely tO have been caused by the short retention
tirnes of the rivers we monitoredl Moreover we targeted free―living bact ia in ord r to
investigate the spatiotemporal changes in bacterial cornrnunities in the river environment.
Howevett it has been pointed out that particle…attached biofilrn bacteria are also an
important part of the microblal ecosystem in ttvettne environments(Meyer1994;Crump et
al., 1999; Brunlrner et al.,2003;(Dlapade et al.,2005).ThuS,further studies focused on
biofilrrl bacteria,including clarification of the relationship between biOfilrn bacteria and the
free―livlng bacteria analyzed here, are needed if we are to thoroughly understand the
spatiotemporal variations in riverine bacterial corllrnunities.
丁he  phyla  Proreοbacreria,  Firm′cυfes,  ハcfir70baCre″,  cyaηοb creria,  and
‐43…
BacrerO′deres were fOund to be the dorYlinant bacterial groups in the two rivers.
ProfeObacわrlia, Flirmたυfes, and Cyfopわaga―Frayobacreriυ
“
_Bacわro′defes have been
commonly detected as dominant bacteHal groups in ttvettne environments(Brummer et al.,
2000; Feris et al., 2004; Crum et al., 1999: Sekiguchi et al., 2002). ln the phylum
PrOreObacゎria,the befa subclass has been obseⅣed as dorrlinantin freshwater and the
arpゎa subclass as domlnantin seawater(Crump et al.,1999).ln cOntrast,we found thatthe
ハrpttaρrOfeObacre″ w re dOminantin the two Hvers in our study.Although the reason for
the discrepancy has not been completely elucidated,this rrlay be a local characteristic of
the rivers we monitored. The presence of such indicator bacterlal species helps in
comparing the characteristics feature of the aquatic envlronment and thereby ald in
predicting the environmental soundness.
4.7  Conclusion
The results from bacterial cornrrlunity analysis revealed the spatiotemporal variation in
varlous species occurring in two sman and steep rivers typical of those present in」apan,
Seasonal variables rnost strongly affected the bacterial conlrnunity,although geographical
characteristics, including po‖ution level and specific sources(effluent frorrl 1/VVVttPs and
backflovv of seawater),Were also significant influences.VVe targeted free―living bacteria in
order to investigate the spatlotemporal changes in bacterial cornrnunities ln the river
environment. Howevet it has been pointed out that particle…attached biofilrn bacter a are
also an impottant patt of the microbial ecosystem in ttvettne environments(Meyer1 994;
Crump et al.,1999;Brummer et al.,2003;〇lapade et al.,2 5)and further studles are






Since surface freshwater is a pttmary source of dttnking water for the maioHty Of the
world's human population, appropriate assessment and management of surface water
quanty iS Of great lmportance to protect against potential health risks associated with
unintentional ingestion of nlicrobiologica‖y contanlinated surface waten Nevertheless,
during the last decade, 21 health hazard cases in Japan were caused by pathogenic








norovirus, and rotavirus, in drinking water supp‖ed f om pub‖c or private water supply
systems(Yamada et al.,2007).Plant and ish and shel「ish pathogens have also caused
serious damage to agriculture and fisheries and have disrupted natural ecosystems. Tb
reduce the incldence of disease and problems caused by pathogenic microorganisms,
more adequate prediction of pathogenic contarnination of water sources is required, in
addltion to improvement of water resource rYlanagement and dislnfection systems.
ln this chapteL bacterial pathogens were lnvestigated using a[DNA rnicroarray targeting
1 01 2 species/groups of bacterial pathogenO infectious to humans,anirnals,plants,fish,and
shellfish to comprehensively understand the occurrence and behavior of rnultiple bacterial
pathogens in rivers. Based on the results, correlation of pathogens detected in multiple
samples with total coliforrns,a conventional hygienic water qua‖ty ind catoL、″ s assessed.
5.2 Pathogen profile in river waters
As shown in Table 4-1(seCtiOn 4.2),heterOtrophlc bacteHa occurred in ttver water
samples in quantities on the order of 103 t。105 cFUノrrll.Tbtal coliforrn counts in spring,
summett and vvinter samples varied frornく3.6X101to 9.3X103 MPN/1 00 nnl.Spttng and
surrlrner samples tended to have higher total coliforrrl counts than、〃inter s mples.
A total of 87 bacterial pathogen species/group, including 21 biosafety leve1 2(BSL2)
pathogens,were detected by the DNA microarray of 24百ver water samples(Table 5…1).
Forty―nine ofthe 87 pathogens(‖Sted in Table 5…2)w re presentin two or rnore samples,
and 45 ofthese pathogens、〃ere f und in both rivers.Furtherrnore,27 ofthe 49 pathogens
were present in tto distinct seasons, whereas the other 22 were detected in only one
samp‖ng period.The distribution of the remaining 38 pathogens,which each occurred in
only one sample,was as fo‖ows:3 at Y2,6 each at Yl,Y3,and Y4,and 17 at K2.Although
most  of  the  detected  pathogens  were  human  or  anirrlal  pathogens,  two
4¨6-
lsh/shelrish_infecJous pathogens, PseυσOarrerOmO as arranflica(COSta―Ramos et al.,
2004)and 1/ib″ο c力orerae/m′
“
′cυs(Kiiyukia et al.,1992),and tWO plant pathogens,
ハgrobacferliLJm fυmefac′ens(Escobar et al.,2003)and Cravibacrer m′cゎOanensお(」ahr et
al.,1999),VVere also detected,each in only one ofthe 4 samp‖ng periods.
4¨7-
Table 5日l Relative signalintensity of positive pathogen probes in 24 river water samplesa
Pathogcn species/師oup Octobcr1 2005
Yl  Y2 Y3 Y4 Kl
August,2006                    Janu岬12007                  Mミ、2007




































































恥 S″ιわ″′所蒻郷′9ρα滋力ι          l.29
い 、わθわ″rirゎ″s′JJa″7          0.65
0.62 0.25 0.51  0.30
0.26  0.60  0.61






1.19  1.19 0.91  1.42























































0.64  0.62  0.87  0.65  0.57  0.56
0.95  0.82  0.82  0.79  1.05  0.58
0.57  0.49  0.90  0.62  0.79  0.63  0.54  0.55  0.64
0.81  0.57
















0.47  0.30  0.62
0.97

















































































































0.58  1.04  0.81
0.97  0.64  0.76
0.61  1.01  0.94

































































0.57  0.60  0.55
0 61  1.07  0.77
0 80  1.04  0.93
0.90  1.06 0.94
0 89  1.06  0.94
0.80  0.35  0.69
1.02  1.06  0.85
0.59  1.00 0.85
0.96  1.06 0.84




















0.35  0.51  1.33  0.67
0.28
0.46
aBlank indicates the negat市e result←e adVe signal mtensity<0。25).
b The same species with different numbers in parentheses indicate the probes designed based on different sequences iom the same species.
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Table 5‐2 Biosafety level of pathogens detected in h″o or more samplesa
Pathogen species/groupBSLb  Pathogen species/groupBSL  Pathogen species/groupBSL
Acetivib″o ce〃′osoryens        _
AcI′,obac‖″sm″s            ―
ДcI′,oわac‖ys prerrOp″e″
“
o"ねe   l
Camρyfoわacrer spυ10″m





















































































1…2   κ′■yvera c7ocrescer7S
Lacfobacilllυs spp.
a Pathogen species/groups shown in boldface were assessed fortheir correlation with total co‖forms.
b Biosafety level(BSL)according to the」apanese Society for Bacte百ology(J panese Society for Bacte百olog ,2007).
C Numbers in parentheses fb‖owing the species name indicate that probes、Ⅳere designed based on different sequences ofthe same species.
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The number of pathogen species/groups found varied among samples (Fig.5…1).
SirYl‖ar numbers of pathogens(16 to 20 species)were detected at a‖six samp‖ng tations
in spring and winteL Even the pathogen profile was alrnost identical in the 12 samples
co‖ected in these seasons; the fo‖owing species were present in a‖ 12 samplesi
ハci′ηOわac″υs ρ′eυropneυ
“




νoraχe〃a ca1/iae and ν.ノacυ ara. Surnrner samples contained the lowest numbers of
bacterial pathogen species(9t016 specles)amOng the four seasons.ln autumn,10, 15,
and 13 pathogen species occurred at stations Y2,Y3,and Y4,respectively.ln contrast, in
the same season, 24 and 32 difFerent pathogens occurred at stations Yl and K2,
respectively.Exceptional!ンLa‖1 01 2 bacterial pathogens targeted vvere below the detectlon
‖mitin autumn at staJon Kl.
ln the Yodo Rivel 16,5,9,and 15 species/groups、〃ere detected at a‖four stations in
spttng,summeL autumn,and winteL respectively(Table 5-1:Fig.5-1).丁he numb r of
pathogen speclesincreased from Y2 to Y3 and s‖ghtly decreased from Y3 to Y4 in surnrner
and autumn.ln surnrner,7 and 5 species/groups that were never detected atthe upstream
stations Yl and Y2,respectively were found at Y3 and Y4,respectively.ln the Kita Rive島
the pathogens detected at stations Kl and K2、〃ere completely different between stations in
surnrner and autumn although alrrlostidenticalin spring and wintet as rnentioned above.
ln the PCA againstthe occurrence pattern of bacterial pathogens ln river water samples,
excluding the autumn sample from Kl,in which no pathogen、〃as detected,73.00/O of the



















Fig.5‐l Spatial and temporal variations in the number of pathogenic bacterial species in
the Yodo and Kita rivers. Probes wlth relative intensity>0.25 in the microarray analysis
were judged as positive.
Yodo River
-51-
Scatter plot based on PCl and PC2 revealed thatthe 23 analyzed samples fe‖into three
distinct groups A,B,and C,depending basica‖y on th  season of s mple co‖ection(Fig.
5-2)i group A consisted of a‖of th  spring and、〃inter samples,group B consisted of the
autumn samples frorn a‖tatio s on the Yodo Rlver and statlon K2 on the Kita River and a
surrlrner sample from Kl,and group C consisted ofthe sunlmer samples from a‖ta ions
on the Yodo River and from K2 on the Kita RiveL
5.3 Correlation between pathogens detected by nlicroarray and total
coliforrrls
丁raditiona‖yJ water quality ls rneasured in terrns offecal bacterlal count.ln this study vve
wanted to establish a correlation betureen coliforrn count and the detected pathogens from
rnicroarray experiments.丁he correlation between the RSls ofthe 30 probes detected in two
Or more samples in spttng,summel or winter(shoWn in boldface in Table 5…2)and the
relative total coliforrn count was assessed.The RSl of 1 8 probes increased with the relative
total coliform count(e.g.,Fig.5…3A―C).ln COntrast,the remaining 12 probes corresponding
to ll pathogenic bacteria did not show a positive correlatlon llvith the relative total coliforrn
count(e.g.,Fig.5-3D―F).丁he latter group induded 4 fecal bactetta(Campyfobacrerrec″s,
-0.5
-1
-0,6 0    0.6
PCl(52.7%)
Fig. 5‐2 C)rdination pЮduced from a principal component analysis based on pathogen
prolles of Hver water samples collected from the Yodo and Kita ttvers in spHng(open
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‐4     ‐2     0      ‐8  -6     ‐4 ‐2      0      ‐8     ‐6    ‐4
Log((MPN¨total coliform count/CFU¨heterotrophic bacteria)+O.0000001)
Fig. 5‐3 Examples Of correlations bet、〃een the coliforrn count and the relative signal
lntensity of pathogen probe detected.丁he total collforrrn count relative to the total number of
heterotrophic bactetta was used.A,3aわearn榛arpた;B,νOraχerra c viae:C,PasretJre〃a
beffyae; D, ハc″ρObac″υs ρfeJroρreυmοЛねe; E, Haem9ρ力〃υS わ″υenzae (1); R
Mar7r7カeルη′a granυ′οmaris.A,B,and C are examples of a positive correlation,and D, E,
and F are examples without any positive correlation.






ln this chaptet the sirrlultaneous detection of multiple pathogens in surface llvaters from
the Yodo and Klta Rivers in the Kinki district of」apan was carried out.C)fthe two rnonitored
rivers,the Yodo Riverls a relatively po‖uted urban riveL whereas the Kita Riveris a clean,
rural river.The geographical features of the tvo river basins suggest that neither has any
potential fecal sources other than WVVttPs. No unusual abundance of fecal indicator
bacteria in the WVVttP effluents orin the surface waters of either river has been reported in
recent years.Therefore,the health risk associated with waterborne pathogens does not
appearto be eas‖y predictable by use of the conventionalfecalindicators in these baslns.
Nevertheless,there were a total of 87 pathogen species/groups in the suⅣey.ln addition,
…53‥
more than half、〃ere present in both rivers,and one…third occurred in two seasons.丁hese
results suggest that specific groups of bacterial path6gens may be cornmonly present in
surface waters in the monitoring region. Furtherrnore, the detection of fish/shellfish and
plant pathogens, in addition to human and anirnal pathogens, indicates that the surface
waters may pose health hazards to various organisms, vvith coηsequent economic and
ecological damage.
丁he pathogen profile in the surface waters of the monitored rivers varled primarily
according to the season.As described in chapter 3,total bacterial cornrnunity in surface
waters ln Yodo River and Kita River varied seasona‖y. Thus, it was expected that the
pathogen profile in the rivers changes in accordance with the natural,season…dependent
appearance/disappearance of rnicroorganisms.lt has been also reported thatthe incidence
of some kinds of pathogens in river environments is influenced by seasonal variables,
particularly water temperature(Eyles et al.,2003;PfefFer et al.,2003;Caruso et al.,2005;
Hsieh et al.,2008).
Bacterial pathogens enter surface waters from both point and non―point ou ces,
including in raw sewage,effluent fronl VVVVTPs,and run―Off rn agriculture and livestock
farrning(Lemarchand et al.,2003;Exa‖t al.,20 4:Kirn et al.,2005;Savichtcheva et al.,
2006).Among these potential sources,effluentfЮm WWttPs i  recognized as an important
pathogen source that can alterthe pathogen profile along a river's course.ln our monitoring
area, severalヽⅣVVTPs are located betuleen stations Y2 and Y4 on the Yodo Riven tthe
number of pathogen species/groups became margina‖y elevated between Y2 and Y3 in
surnrner and autumn,and several pathogens that vvere absent at the upstrearrn stations
emerged at Y3 and Y4 in summen From these resuLs, we inferred that effluent from
WWTPs s‖ghtly impacted the pathogen profile of the Yodo Riverin sunlrner and autumn.
Howevet no noticeable irnpact was obseⅣd in spring or、″intet suggesting that the
influence ofllVVVttPs on the pathogen profile in the Yodo Riveris rnarginal,despite the input
of a large amount of WWttP effluent by repeated use of river water(by the Jme it reaches
the nver's mouth the downstreamithe water has been used ive Jmes)(Sum10mO et al.,
1998),compared with the predominantimpact by seasonalfactors.ln the Yodo River basin,
coverage ofthe sewer system was nearly 90%in FY2004.ln addition,llVVVttPs within the
basin are equipped with satisfactory disinfection units.These facts suggest that WVVTPs
are not a significant pathogen source in the basin because the public sewer system has
been sufficiently irnproved, even though the Yodo River basin is relatlvely po‖uted
according to the B()D level.
The bacterial species diversity in river waterincreases atthe mouth,where a brackish
-54…
Table 5日3 Pathogenic bacteria uncorrelated with coliforrn count































a:BIosafety levelto human determmed by World Hcalth Org〔mzation.
water environment results from the mixing ofttver water and seawater(Crump et al.,1999;
Hewson et al.,2004).ThuS,We speculated thatthe pathogen diversity would also be higher
at the rnouth of a river than further upstream where no rnixing occurred.As expected,our
results,hoWed thatthe pathogen species richness in the Kita River was greater at K2,near
the mouth ofthe Hver(nea‖y500 m upstream from the mouth),than at Kl.丁he occurrence
of the highest number of distinct pathogens at K2 presumably also resulted frorn the
unusual condltlon of a brackish water environment, namelyl characteristics interrnediate
bet、〃een those of freshwater and seawaten Therefore,vvaters at the river rrlouth, under
brackish llvater conditions,are likely to seⅣe a  a reseⅣoir of diverse bacterlal pathogens
even in the case of a less…po‖uted river‖ke the Kita RiveL
Recent studies have shown that conventional hygienic water qua‖ty i d cators are ot
weH correlated with feces―related bacterial pathogens such as the BacreroriJes_Preyore〃a
group(Okabe et al.,2007),Campyfobacrer spp.(Hёrm n et al.,2004),Sa′
“
οnefra spp.
(Lemarchand et al.,2003),and yersin′a spp.(Lund,1996)or eukaryotic pathogens such as
cryprOsρridium spp.(Lund,1996;Lemarchand et al.,2003;Hёrrnan et al.,2004).ln thiS
studylit was obseⅣed that ll ofthe 30 pathogen species/groups assessed did not shoⅥ′a
significant positive correlation with total coliforrns (Table 5-3). TheSe species/groups
included not only opportunistic but also BSL2 pathogens (Haemoρ力rilys ′nfryenzae,
Haemορわ〃υs ρarasυた,Krebsゎ〃a Ox/oCa,and Pasfeυre〃a ρneυ
“
Ofropたa),and mOre than
half were non…fecal.Tb our knowledge,this ls the first report suggesting the possib‖ity that
multiple pathogens,including both fecal and non―fecal ones,show a low correlation with the








and the conventional fecal indicator rnay reflect dissirn‖ari y in the nvironmental behavior
between some bacterial pathogens and the indicator bacteria(Lemarchand et al.,2003;
HOrrnan et al.,2004).A/10reOver,with respectto non―fecal pathogens, he source and route
of their discharge into surface、〃aters dif er frorrl those of the fecal indicator bacteria,which
may be another important reason for the lovv correlation.Because species ofとeρf spira,
which have in fact caused a human health hazard via the drinking water supply in Japan
(Yamada et al.,2007),were amOng the pathogens that did not correlate with total coliforms,
it is clear that the conventional hygienic indicators cannot necessarily predict the
occurrence of significant bacterial pathogens, as obseⅣed from our results. Therefore,
systematization of a new set ofindicators that can comprehensively predictthe occurrence
of various pathogens ls strongly required for assessment ofthe health risks associated with
waterborne pathogens.Arnong the pathogens that did not positively correlate with the total
coliforms in this study,high―Hsk(BSL2)and nOn…fecal pathogens may be candidates for
new indicators. FrorYn the viewpoint of preventlng damage to agriculture and fisheries as
we‖as ec91ogical damage,pathogens lnfectious to fish/shellfish and plants should also be
considered as candidate indicators for advanced rnanagement ofthe aquatic environment.
Further study on the sirnultaneOus deterrnination of the occurrence of the candidate
indicator pathogens suggested here and in earlier studies(SaviChtCheva et al., 2007)
should be perforrned by cost―eff ctive and re‖able molecular tools such as multiplex
real―ume PCR(lbekWe et al.,2002i EIlzaquivel et al,,2008)to establish an ideal set of
hygienic indicators for advanced rnanagement ofthe aquatic environment.
5.5 Conclusion
丁he distribution and frequent occurrence of rnultiple pathogens from Yodo River and
Kita River have been studied in this chapteL A broad range of pathogens infecting humans,
anirrlals,plants,fish,and shellfish vvere targeted.A total of 87 pathogens were detected in
24 river water samples,and more than half ofthem were presentin both the rivers,丁here
was a strong influence of seasonal variation ln the pathogen occurrence.Several non¨fecal
pathogens showed a negative or no correlation with the total coliforrns. Thus the
conventional hygienic indicator for fecal contarnination is inadequate for comprehenslve
deterrnination of the health risks associated with contarnination of river、Ⅳater by bacterial
pathogens,and systematlzation of a new set ofindicators that can comprehensively predict





Biologicalindicators have received much attention for the assessment of soundness of
aquatic environment underthe goal of creating and consenling healthy aquatic ecosystem
and healthy water circulatlon system. ln particulat rrlicroorganisms play pivotal roles in
breaking down organic rrlatter and rerninera‖zing nutrients and thus largely influence the
energy flux and elemental and material cycles in aquatic ecosystenl,which suggests that
rYlicrobial indicators would be greatly helpful to understand and assess the soundness of
whole ecosystem.Howevet aquatlc rnicrobial conlrnunity largely fluctuates depending on
the natural vattables(e.g.seasonal vaHables)and anthrOpogenic impacts.To establish
practical microbial indiCators,itis of greatimportance to profoundly understand the shift of
micЮbial communly(popula10ns)in response to the change of environmental cond性ion.
Therefore, in this studyl total bacterlal conlrnunity specific functional bacterial genes
and pathogenic bacteria were selected as candidate rnicrobialindicators,and theirfates in
river water、″ere analyzed using DNA microarray technique. A total of 24 surface water
samples co‖ected seasona‖y from 4 stations of Yodo River and 2 stations of Kita River
were suuected to the analyses.
ln chapter 3,the occurrence and distribution of a total of 33 bacterial functions using 85
gene probes related to organic po‖utant degradation,carbon,nitrogen and sulfur cycles,
metal rnetabo‖sms,and energy flow in river water were investigated.lt was observed that
the presence of functional bacterial genes was greatly influenced by the seasonal
variations.Especia‖ェin surrlrrler,the detected genes were in larger numbers than in other
seasons.Furtherit was revealed thatthe number of detected functions decreased by water
retention time in a dam or lake, whereas they increased by receiving WVVTP effluent.
Results obtained here suggested that 33 rnicrobial functions were classified into three
groups:lA)universally present genes,(B)genes specncally present under specric
geographical and seasonal conditions and(C))nOn_existent genes. Functional bacterial
genes classried in the group(B)May be useful as indicators for the assessment of
environmental soundness because their presence (or abSence)is influenced by the
physiochenlical parameters and the water quanty COnditions than group A or group C
genes.
ln chapter 4,total bacterial cornrnunity in river vvater samples was analyzed using a
DNA microarray targeJng 101 6 eubacteHal species(ハcrirlοゎacreria,1 52i Ba f roFdefes,48i
Cyanobacわrlia,39;Firmたυfes,226;Proreοbacf ria,455(arpわa subclass, 123;bera
subclass,78;gam′ηa subclass,133;derfa subclass,108;eρs′oη subclass,13):others,96).
lt was revealed that seasonal variables rnost strongly affected the diversity and composition
of bacterial cornrnunity.ln particulatt the number of bacterial species in winter was quite low
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as compared with thatin the other seasons.ln additiOn,the dlversity of bacterial conlrnunity
in river、〃ater was influenced by the inflow of WVVttP effluent and backflow of seawaten
These results suggested that the overa‖bacterial diversity can be expressed in terrns of
seasonal influencing factors,geographical features and river rnanagement factors for the
use in assessment of soundness of aquatic environment.
ln chapter 5,the occurrence of 1012 species/groups of bacterial pathogens infectious to
humans,anirnals,plants,fish,and shellflsh in river waters was investigated.A total of 87
pathogens including 21 BSL2 pathogens were detected in 24 river ulater samples, and
more than half ofthem were present commonly in Yodo River and Kita Rlven There was a
strong influence of seasonal variatlon in the pathogen occurrence.ln addition,the number
of pathogenic bacteria in river water appeared to be increased by the VVVVttP effluent load
and backflow of seawater(Crump et al.,1999; Hewson et al.,2004).Several fecal and
non―fecal pathogens did not shovv a positive correlation with the total collforrns,suggesting
that the conventional hygienic lndicator for fecal contanlination is inadequate for
comprehensive deterrnination of the health risks associated with contarnination of river
water by bacterial pathogens.
According to the results in this studyl a hypothetical scheme for evaluating the
soundness of aquatic environmentis proposed.ln case of functional bacterial genes,those
functions belonging to group(B)(genes specifica‖y resent under ertain geographical and
seasonal condiJons),namely organic pollutant degradaJon,elemental and mateHal cycles
(CarbOni nttЮge  and surur cycles and energy low)and metal metabolism,can be applied
in the environmental assessment scheme. As for total bacterial cornrnunityl the total
bacterial diversity,which is expressed by the dlversity index and certain coefficients based
on seasonal factors and geographical and river rnanagement factors,can be an indicaton
ln case of pathogens,hygienic safety can be evaluated based on the population and BSL of
each detected pathogen although certain welghtlng coefflcients for specific geographical
feature and seasonal variations were not considered. ln addition, the physicochenlical
parameters used in current environmental assessment should be included because they
greatly influence the soundness ofthe environment.
丁herefore, by calculating the scores for total bacterial diversity, organic po‖u nt
degradation function,elemental and rrlaterial cycling function,rnetal rnetabo‖z ng function,
hygienic safety and physicochernical status and expressing ln radar chart,the soundness
of aquatic environment can be visua‖y understood. Fig。 6-l shows an example of the
application of evaluating the soundness of aquatic environment proposed here.ln the radar






Fig.6‐l Proposed scheme for evaluation ofthe soundness of riverine environment
and material cyc‖ng and metal metabo‖zing functions mean high diversity and high
potentials for the functions, respectively. ConverselyJ high scores of hygienic safety and
physicochernical status mean high po‖utant level.Based on the score distrlbutlon pattern,
environmental status can be classified into a variety of types. For example, organic
po‖utant degradation function can be roughly classified into four orades,coupled with the
po‖ution level.丁hat is,a riverine environmentin vvhich the pO‖uta load is very low and the
organic carbon degradation potentialis also low as shown by a hypothetical case l in Fig.
6-1 1s a virgin area without impact frorrl anthropological activities for a long period.in an
environment vvith loⅥ′po‖u antload and high organic po‖utant degradation potential shown
as case 2 in Flg.6…1, h h water quallty has been kept by sufficient natural purification.
Station Kl in Klta Rlverinvestlgated in this study rnay be under this condition.By contrast,
in an envlronment when both the pO‖utantload and organic po‖utant degradation potentlal
are high as case 3 in Fig.6…1,although the natural purification potential has been enhanced
due to log―terrn po‖ution, water quality is not maintained. An environment where the
po‖utantload is very high but organic po‖utant degr dation potentialis low,as case 4 in Fig.
6…1,indlcates that natural purification does not work we‖due o abruptincrease of po‖utant
load.丁his scheme can be used to assess the overa‖c ndition of a given environment by
identifying the above input parameters and evaluating the microbial effectiveness in
reconditioning the aquatic environment.
By the use ofthe scheme as proposed here,evaluation ofthe environmental soundness
frorn various viewpoints can be accomplished.Howevet there exlst significant lssues to be
addressed so as to accomp‖h adequate assessment of the environmental soundness.
Fi「stlyJ the investlgation was perforrned once for each season and the data frorn DNA
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…60-
rnicroarray analyses were not quantitative. Tb accurately understand influential factors,
investigation should be continued for long period.Because it is difficult to get quantitative
data ln DNA rnicroarray analysis, quantitative methods such as rea卜time PCR should be
app‖ed fortarget bacteria or genes selected in DNA nlicroarray analysis.ltis necessary to
accumulate quantitative data for target bacteria or genes so as to quantltatively evaluate
indlvidual lndicaton Secondlyl although this study targeted free―livlng bacteria in su fac
watett bacteria attached to particles and presentin sedirrlent also rnake a great contribution
to the po‖utant degradation and material/elemental cycles in the river envlronment.Thus,
bacterial cornrrlunity in whole river environment should be included in the investigation.
Thirdly,the target in the investigation of bacterial functions and pathogens was insufficient
and should be expanded for overa‖understanding of bacterial conlmunity.As for bacterial
functions, those functions related to the degradation of varlous xenobiotic compounds,
phosphorus cycle and so on should be included in the analysis of environmentalfunctions.
ln addition, virus and bacteriophage should be included in the analysis of pathogens.
Fourthly the scoring system in the environmental soundness assessment scheme
proposed above should be scientlfica‖y estab‖shed. Further studies to overcome these
issues can provide a practica‖y usable environmental soundness assessment systenl for
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Qndl BQdeFi口I PQthogens in
L_ondfill Leochate ttom
Thtte Diはり聰nt LQndfills in
」opan
A.l  introduction
Leachates are generated、〃hen rainwater enters a landfi‖site and in the absence of a
proper landfi‖lining this leachate rnay percolates eas‖y in the environment contaminating
the groundwater sources. Landfi‖s ar  deposited with hundreds of thousands of
heterogeneous waste materials,thus leachates can have a complex characteristic often
containing vaHous toxic and‖fe hreatening compounds(Omana et al.,2008).Leachate
characteristics vary considerably according to the type and composition of wastes,the age,
status and design of landfi‖, and so on(Kumar et al., 2005). MicrObiOlogical studles in
landfi‖s are of great lmportance for the fo‖owing two r as ns,Flrstlyl as microorganisms
are vitalin decomposing waste compounds in landfi‖s,in particular,rnembers ofthe domain
Bacteria undertake most of the biochernical reactlons toward the waste decomposition.
Thus, their fates are closely ‖nked with the stab‖ization of landfi‖s ‖ke the qua‖ty of
leachates generated, release of harrrlful gases, and so on. Secondlシら andfi‖s are a
potential source of pathogens because、〃 stes disposed in landfins include sewage sludge,
garbage and anirrlal feces.Thus,leachates running from landfi‖s can po e a health¨risk if
they get released without propertreatrrlent ofthe pathogens(SObSey,1978:Fedorak et al.,
1991:Straub et al.,1993).
In recent years, several researches have analyzed the entire bacterial cornrnunities
(Huang et al.,2004;Huang et al.,2005:Sawamura et al.,2007)and alSO reported the
Occurrence offrank and oppottunisJc pathogens in bulk soils as well as ieachates(C00per
et al., 1975: Sobsey7 1978; Hale Boothe et al., 2001; Graczyk et al., 2008).HoweVet
detection of bacterial pathogens vvas lirYlited to culturable populations,and the occurrence
of pathogens in a viable but non…culturable state was not reported yet. For exactly
assessing a possible nlicrobial health risk derived frorn landfi‖ing and estab‖shing a
preventative strategy what kinds of and how many pathogens emerge in landfi‖leachates
should be elucidated by the app‖cation of rnolecular methods.
To give some insights into the rrlicrobiology in landfi‖ ecosystems and the potential
rnicrobial contarninatlon in leachates,the overa‖eubacterial cornmunity and the bacterial
pathogens occurring ln leachates co‖ected frorn three landfi‖ that were different each
other in the disposed wastes and the landfi‖ age were analyzed using DNA microarray
technique.
―A2-
A.2  Materials and rrlethods
A.2.l Leachate samples
Leachate samples used in this study were co‖ec ed once during FY2005 frorrl three
dlfferent landfi‖sites in」apan. Characteristics of three landfl‖ and th ir leachates are
surnrrlarized in Table A-1.Three landfi‖s received difFerent type of so‖d wast s,and landfi‖
B was sti‖active lArhile landfi‖s A and C had been closed.Leachate in landfi‖C contained
much higher concentration of organlc compound and nitrogen than in the otherlandfi‖s.
A.2.2 DNA rrlicroarray analysis
Microarray analysis was carried out using two types of DNA rnicroarrays, eubacterial
rnicroarray targeting 1016 eubacterial species and pathogen rnicroarray targeting 1012
bacterial pathogens.A/1icroarray analyois and thereafter statistical analysls was perforrrled
in accordance with the rnethods described in chapter 2,、″ith the exception that test spots
whose RSl exceeded O.01 vvere assigned as positive slgnalintensities in both micparrays.










































a Precipitation data was obtained from records for a polnt which was geographica‖y nearestto each ofthe
bNu悧:亀1翻:leminimum…maximum(mean)precipitation valuea
COD,Chernlcal oxygen demand;T―N,total nitrogen;na,not analyzed.
A.3  Results and discussion
A.3.l Eubacterial conlrrlunity diversity
Eubacterial population profiles obtalned in DNA nlicroarray analysis are shown ln Fig.
A-l and surnrnarized at the phylum level in Table A…2. A/1ore than 70%of the targeted
―A3-
species in phyla ハc″ρOわacferia, 3acわrodes, Cyanobacferia, Firmたυ s nd
ProfeObacte″a were detected in a‖hree samples,Samples A and B exihibited margina‖y
more abundant species in the phyla ハcrinοbacreria, 3acrerOFdefes, Firm′cυfes, and
ProfeObacreria,especially arptta_,befa―nd g “m ―subclasses,than sample C.Several
species in DeFerribacreres, DerirlocOcoCCJS―Thermυs, Fasoba reJa and 7bermOη7′CrObFa
classified in“C)thers"in Table A-2 were specifica‖y d t cted n s mple B.Profeοbacrerlia,
Flirm′cυわs and Cyfopわaga―Frexibacrer_3acrerOdes group have been predominanJy and
commonly detected in leachates from landllls in」apan(Okinaw ),∨ietnam,Thalland
(SaWamura et al.,2007)and Korea(Huang et al.,2004;Huang et al.,2005).lt waS thus
suggested that predonlinant ёubacterial populations in landfi‖leachate rnay be conlrnon in
broad parts of East and Southeast Asia, irrespective of the c‖mate zone: 丁ropical and
subtropical c‖m te ln(Dkinawa,Vietnarn and Tha‖and o  mesotherrYlal climate in Korea and
our rnonitoring area of」apan.
in contrast,as expected,each ofthree leachate samples analyzed here showed s‖ghtly
different eubacteHal communly structure(Fig.A-1,Table A.2).PreViOus study has reported
that eubacterial cornrnunity composition in landfi‖leachate can alter significantly according
to various factors such as waste type and volume, landfi‖ age and hydrogeologic
positionlng(Lee et al.,2006).lnterestinglyI PCA based on RSl of detected species showed
Fig.A‐l Relative signalintensities of eubacterial populations in leachate samples A,



















































Table A‐2]Distribution of eubactcrial species in leachate samplcs
Phyluma Sampleb
∠ε″ηοbαθたガα(152)  126「821 123「811 106「701
βαεた
“
′ζた′θs(48)   45「941 41「851 37「771
Gレαηθbαεた″′α(39)  35「901 36[92136「921
F′′″たレtes(226)    169「75] 74[77]151[67]
PFOた0らαcたrjα(455) 362[80]
















α(133)  11 [83]
―Dθ′
"(108)   58[ 4]―Eps,あ″(13) 12「921
Othcrs(96) 49「511 63「66] 40「421
Total(1,016)     786[77]  800[79]705[69]
: 出ヽ議守留1蹂錦凛l≒1羞雷1°1階寵:TttL∝cd
species to thc total targetcd species.
that eubacterial conlrnunity compositions in samples B and C are relatively sirn‖a鳥 but
different from thatin sample A(Fig.A-2).The diSSimilattty ofthe opening pettod,namely in
1 979 for landfi‖A、〃hereas ln 1 992 for landfi‖s B and C, rnay relate to such difFerence of
eubacterial c6rnrnunity structure betvveen landfi‖A and landfi‖s B and C.Howevet further
studles should be conducted to completely elucidate the influential factor(s)on the entlre
eubacterial conlrnunity structure in landfl‖environment. 丁h  dlversity of the eubacterial
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A      B      C
Leachate sample
Fig.A口3 Shannon―Ⅵ′eaver diversity index αり
′
)CalCulated from DNA mlcroarray
analyses of eubacterial cornrYlunity ln three leachate samples.
lt was thus suggested thatthe landfi‖status wou d be one ofthe critical factors deterrnining
the eubacterial diversity in landfi‖s: eubacterial conlrnunity would be more divergent in
active landfi‖s than in closed landfi‖. A/1inor species specifica‖y detected in sample B
mentioned above rnay be specific populations in active landfi‖vvhere the wastes,ln which a
certain energy and carbon sources are contained,are sti‖onstantly supp‖ed nd active
metaboHc reactions occun ln contrast,the lowest eubacterial diversity in landFi‖C(Fig.A-3)
may be caused by a deleterious efFect of xenobiotlc compounds as irnp‖ed by a high
concentraJon of chemical oxygen demand(Table A-1).Samples B and C were located
closely in PCA(Flg.A-2),but their diversiJes、〃ere quiet different due to the presence of
several rninor species in sample B.Such minor species carry less weightage during the
PCA calculation and l″e get an overa‖sirn‖a ity between samples B and C, however in
case of diversity calculations, the presence of minor species contributed to the overa‖
diversity index and consequently sample B has higher species diversity as compared to
sample C.
A.3.2 Pathogenic bacterial distribution
Pathogen profiles in 3 1eachate samples are shown in Fig. A-4, and a total of 44
bacterial pathogens detected are listed in Table A-3.Samples A,B and C contained 43,27
and 42 species/groups of bacterial pathogens,respectively.Twenty―six of the 44 dete ed
pathogens were conlrnonly present in a‖three samples. Samples A and C contained a
quite greater diversity of pathogens than sample B,and 41 speciesィgrOups out of a tot l c)f
…A6-
Table A-3]Distribution ofpathogenic bactcria in lcachate samples
Pathogen spccies/group SamDlc Biosafety
A    B    C    Lcvcla
Йθθ″ッJbttθ 〃レ加θル`
″

















































































































































































































































































θ:lα″cg`″sらνζgθ′grOup                  O,124     ND       O.083     1
aBiosafety lcvel classiicd by Japanese Socicty for Bacte五ology in 2007.
bNumbers fol・cach patllogcn/sample indicate relat市e s gnal intcnsitics in lni∝o rray analysis.
9-,Biosafety lcvcl is■ot ident fled.








































Fig.A‐4 Relative signalintensities of bacterial pathogens in leachate samples A,B
and C obtained from DNA microarray analysis
44 detected pathogens were conlrnonly found in them. These results suggest that
pathogens existing in landfi‖ leachates are ‖n∩ited to certain cornrnon taxonornies.
Twenty―six pathogens、″er  cornrnonly presentin landfi‖leachates irrespective ofthe waste
type and landfl‖ ge. Hale Boothe et al.(Hale BOothe et al., 2001)haVe reported that
certaln pathogens perslst in the landfi‖ site even after the landfi‖ is close . Conlrnonly
detected pathogens in our monitoring landfi‖s included Francise〃a, although the
abundance seemsiow.Genus Frar7CiSe〃ais a sma‖gr m―negative bacteria whlch includes
Franc′se〃a fυ′arensis that is able to infect a wide range of anirnals including rodents and
even humans and causes the highly deb‖itating or fatal disease tularernia(OyStOn et al.,
2005). CorrlrnOn pathogens also included several pathogens classified into the biosafety
leve1 2 under the Japanese classificaJon(Japanese Society of Bacteriology 2007)(Table
A-3).UbiquitOus presence of such high¨risk pathogens may be a great concern,although
the posslb‖ity of rnicrobial risks derived from our rnonitoring sites is loⅥ′because poss ble
environmentalimpacts are e‖nlinated by some leachate treatrnent before discharging.
Landfi‖s A and C,where diverse pathogens、〃ere detected,conlrnonly contained a large
B
―A8-
amount of organic wastes such as sludge and raw garbage. Sludge contains a great
number of pathogens,but conventional sludge treatrnentis not alvvays effective in reducing
numbers of pathogen(Straub et al.,1993).TherefOre,sludge would be a maior SOurce of
pathogens that specifica‖y occur in these landfi‖s. Abundant organics and nutrients
provided frorn organic wastes rrlay also supportthe growth of specific pathogens.HoweveL
since the pathogen prof‖e in landfi‖、″ould vary along with the lAraSte decompositlon stage
as with the entire eubacterial conlrnunityl abundant species of pathogens presentin landfi‖s
A and C may decrease with time. Particularly this would be possiblQ by depletion of
organlcs and nutrlents resulted frorn further progression of the waste decomposition.
Furtherrrlore,fewer pathogen species in landfi‖B,where pretreated wastes were mainly
disposed lTable A-1),may suggest that advanced waste management with appropttate
waste pretreatrnent can lower the potential health…risks associa ed with e landfl‖ and
ensure the pub‖c health.
Recently,strict standards vvere imp‖cate  to valuate a landfi‖'s perforrnance based on
, errlissions of leachates andpretreatrrlent of waste, blological stab‖ization by aeration:
gases from the landfi‖into the environment,and after―use ofits land(Tanaka et al.,2005).
Nevertheless, a criterion to evaluate pathogenicity has never indicated. This would be
obviously because ofthe lack offield data on the type of existing pathogens in landfi‖s and
theirleachates.ln that context,results ofthis study would be valuable for estab‖shing a set
ofindicators and a criterion for preventing possible rnicrobial risks derived from landfi‖sites.
A.4Conclusion
Eubacterial cornrnunitles and bacterial pathogens occurring in the leachates co‖ected
frorn three ful卜scale landfi‖s in mesotherrnal area of」apan were analyzed using DNA
rnlcroarrays targetlng approxirnately a thousand eubacterial and pathogen species/groups.
丁he leachate samples showed alrrlost sirn‖ar eubacterial compositions with marginal
variations. Comparison of the results wlth precedents suggested that the predonlinant
eubacterial populations in the landfi‖s rnay b ge eray sirn‖a n East and Southeast Asia,
irrespective of the C‖mate zOne.Analysis of the bacterial pathogens showed that the three
leachates included a total of 44 species/groups of bacterial pathogens and 26
species/groups includlng Frar7CiSe〃a,a frank zoonotlc pathogens causing a serious health
risk,and other high¨risk pathogens were cornrnonly found.ltis suggested that sludge can
be a source of specific pathogens. ln addtion,the 2 1eachate samples frorn the landfi‖s,
where organic wastes such as sludge and raⅥ′garbage wer mainly disposed, had 15
…A9-
specific pathogens. lt was suggested that sludge can increase the variation of the
pathogens occurring in landfi‖leachates.Overa‖,results ofthis study posed some insights
into the underlying microbial ecology in the landfi‖nd the possible rnicrobiological health





B.l   Eubacterial probes
P力yf″m        Crass           order           Fam〃v    er″s        Specたs

































































































































































































































































rvοcardi9ρsaceae               Nocardi9ρsls              ηOCardiopsls
B2
P力yfrm         Crass            order            Fam〃v             e″″s    Specたs





















































































































































































































































































P4yfrm         Crass            Order           Fam〃y           Cer7″s          Specたs
















































































































































































































































































PbyfJm         Crass            order           Fam〃y      Ce″″s            Specたs
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desarFospiraDerraprOreObacferia     DesarFoわacrerar      DesυfObacreraceae        Desy/fospルa
B19





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ca″777aρrOreοゎacreria     EJ7わrObacreri3/es         E17農)rObacre″aceac             Phoro′ヵaゎさus              ρわOro力abdus
B23






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































repゎspねSρ′Юc力aeres       sprirocわaeres        SpFЮcゎaerares       Leprosp′趙ceae           Leprosp′趙
B25

































































































































πわe″ηοdesurFobacreria   石わe″ηοdesυ〃bわacreriares  The″ηοdesυrfobacreriares  Tゎe″ηοdesy/fobacre″a eae
B26
B.2  DNA microarray for bacterial functions
B.2.l   Gene probes for bacterial functions
Target Function Sequence(5'-3') Accession No.used for design
C120 DNA  Catechol oxidalon(oだわο)





















































































Dissirnilatory nitric oxide reduction



























































































Hydrolysis of peptidic compound
Hydrolysis of peptidic compound
Hydrolysis of peptidic compound






















































B.2.2  Prirners used to prepare template for bacterial function gene array

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cen″s           SpecisEp′:わer










































































































































































































































″ ″strbsp yt/″Der177aわρわilus          cο17gοノensis
B33
Cen″s SpecisEp′〔力ef Ce″s           SpecFes Ep′〔力er




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ce″s    Spedes Eptter


























































































































































































































































































Ce″s           Species Ep′1カer













































































































































Ce″s            Specis Ep′〔力er








































































































































































































































RhodococctyS           gοrdoη′ae
B37
Sfreprococcals          ρ力Ocae
Ce″s Spec′es Ep■力ef Ce″s            Spec′es Ep′〔力ef
Spわgοわacrerivm    murrivO″m
Ce″s Specis Ep′〔わef
Rhodococcυs
Ro的ね
ROめね
Rum′ηococcυS
Rtlmf17ocoCCIIS
RυmiηOcocctIS
Rυη7′ηOCOCCtrS
Rυη7′ηOCOCCυS
Rυ用′ηococcIJS
R″″7′月OCOCCυS
Rυ″71170COCCyS
Rυ″∴ηOCOCCυS
Rumfr7000CCuS
Rυη7′r70COCCυS
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